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Employees' hours 
have been cut and 
accusations of verbal 
abuse from employ­
ers have emerged as 
students attempt to 
make the PC commu­
nity aware of the 
issues that Sodexo 
workers are trying to 
remedy. PC Labor 
All iance has met 
with members of the 
administration and 
others to try to work 
toward a solution 
which would help the 
employees.
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SARA SPIRITO '11/The Cowl
Approximately 40 students met in front of Raymond Hal I Cafeteria for breakfast on April 18, in support of Sodexo employ­
ees and to raise awareness about the issues they have been deal ing with throughout the year.
PC Posts Its Secrets
by Allison O'Connor '10
News Staff
Do you have a secret building up 
inside that you are dying to let out? Is 
something bothering you that you 
wouldn't even want to share with your 
best friend? Students 
CAMPUS have anonymously 
NEWS released their innermost 
thoughts, feelings, and 
desires in the PC Post Secret event 
sponsored by the Providence College 
Art Club.
Post Secret was started by Frank 
Warren in 2004 as an art exhibition in 
Washington, D.C. He distributed 3,000 
one-sided postcards to strangers and 
invited them to anonymously write 
down their secrets and mail the post­
cards back to him. The only limita­
tions were that the secrets had to be 
true and must have never been 
revealed before. These original post-
KYLIE WALTZ'11/The Cowl
Postcards with students' secrets were on 
exhibit in Raymond Hall Cafeteria on 
Monday April 20.
cards were then displayed in his art 
exhibit in November. Even after the 











by Sara Beth Labanara '11
News Staff
On Thursday, April 16, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Aquinas Hall Study Lounge, stu­
dents were invited to attend an open 
forum to discuss future changes to 
the Development of 
CAMPUS Western Civilization pro- 
NEWS gram. The discussion was 
organized by Student 
Congress' Academics 
Committee. The forum was broken up 
into groups where students and faculty 
discussed their Civ experiences, the pros 
and cons of the present Civ model, and 
looked at different proposed models to 
strengthen the program. After the small 
groups finished their discussions, they 
were asked to share what they had 
talked about with everyone. Megan
Bennett '10, academics chair of Student 
Congress served as the moderator.
"Faculty Senate has been going 
through a few different models of Civ 
but there's been gridlock and no one 
really knows what Civ's going to be in 
the future," said Liz Wolf '09, execu­
tive president of Student Congress.
A main point addressed among all 
three groups was the consistency of 
the Civ teams. Many students feel like 
certain teams are much easier than 
others, which is unfair.
"After awhile I started to realize that 
there isn't any consistency in the stan­
dards and expectations of the profes­
sors in the Civ program," said 
Emmanuel A man for '10. "The faculty 
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Visiting Lecturer Dr. 
Woolf Discusses the 
"Nazi Medicine"
Linda Woolf, Ph.D., visited 
Providence College from Webster 
University on Friday, April 17, to lec­
ture on the various criminal medici­
nal practices the Nazis employed 
during the Holocaust.
Mary Harmon-Vukic, Ph.D., of the 
PC Department of Psychology, intro­
duced Woolf, with whom she taught at 
Webster for several years. She joked 
that students often referred to Woolf as 
"Dr. Doom and Gloom" due to the 
grim subject matter of her work.
"Her interests include the Holocaust, 
terrorism, and hate groups," said 
Harmon-Vukic.
Woolf said that in her studies, she 
hopes that people will learn that 
understanding leads to prevention. 
Spreading awareness about issues, 
such as the little-known medicinal 
practices of the Nazis, according to 
Woolf, will lead to the avoidance of 
such things in the future.
The presentation, entitled "Nazi 
Medicine: The Killing-Healing 
Paradox," began with Woolf asking 
the audience a question.
"What was the Holocaust?" she said.
She provided the answer by describ­
ing it as the period before and during 
World War II. Six million Jewish people 
and five million others, including 
homosexuals, Communists, and gyp­
sies were killed. Though not to the same 
extent, Woolf pointed out the gravity of 
other 20th century genocides.
"We thought after the Holocaust, we 
would never face something like that 
again," she said. "But never again has 
turned into again."
NEWS briefs
Woolf presented pictures of the van- "Aryan people should have good,
ous work and death camps at which 
people died. At Auschwitz, she said, 
entire trainloads of people were sent 
straight to the crematorium. At 
Mauthausen, technically not a death 
camp, people were forced to carry rocks 
up narrow steps until many perished.
"At Bergen-Belson, where Anne 
Frank and her sister Margot died, 
there are mass graves where 2,500 to 
5,000 people are buried," said Woolf.
When Woolf asked the audience 
how many slave labor/concentration 
camps existed during the Holocaust, 
students answered 25, 50, and 15. The 
answer was a staggering 9,000.
Woolf said that this figure discredits 
any claims that people were unaware 
of what was going on at the camps 
throughout Europe.
When examining the cause behind 
the Holocaust, Woolf commented that 
it may make people feel safer to think 
that Hitler and his contemporaries 
were just evil and crazy. However, 
when examined by psychologists at 
the Nuremburg trials, all tests proved 
that they were completely normal.
Woolf did say that countries most 
commonly at risk for genocide tend to 
have several traits. Most will have had 
some sort of genocide in the past, have 
a bias against a particular group, and 
have an authoritarian leader.
One of the primary purposes of the 
Holocaust, Woolf explained, was to 
purify Germany.
"The point was to remove the tumor 
from the body of Germany," Woolf 
said. "This included Jews...and the 
mentally ill."
The Law for the Prevention of 
Congenitally Hl Progeny saw the sterili­
zation of 350,000 mentally ill and schizo­
phrenics. Propaganda was produced to 
convince people that this was just. 
strong, Aryan families," Woolf said. 
"The idea was, if you were in that posi­
tion [of being mentally ill], you would 
want to be sterilized."
Woolf explained that in many cases, 
there were worse things than steriliza­
tion. Hospitals were opened to euthanize 
the mentally Hl, depressed, and alco­
holics. Between January 1940 and 
August 1941, as many as 13,720 people 
were killed at a single euthanasia center.
Among the medical experiments 
performed at the concentration 
camps were sterilization attempts 
and research on infectious disease. 
Woolf told of doctors injecting peo­
ple with diseases like typhus and 
syphilis to try to find cures. Research 
was also done on twins, including 
inserting a needle into the eye to 
attempt to change eye color. People 
were cut, according to Woolf, and 
then had nails and dirt rubbed into 
their cuts to simulate war wounds to 
learn about possible treatments.
"The doctors' defense at Nuremberg 
was that they weren't being different 
from anyone else," Woolf said.
Woolf ended her presentation with 
questions from the audience.
—Kylie Lacey 'n
Libertarians Join Tax 
Day Tea Party at R.l.
State House
On Wednesday, April 15, the 
Providence College Libertarians par­
ticipated in the Tax Day Tea Party at 
the Rhode Island State House in 
Providence. It was part of a national 
initiative to decrease government 
spending and cut taxes, as well as to 
protest President Obama's new stimu­
lus bill.
"It's encouraging to see events like 
the Tea Party, where two thousand­
plus people all get together because 
they see that we're heading down 
the wrong path and want to do some­
thing about it," said PC Libertarians 
President, Joseph Miller '10.
Activists gathered on the steps of 
the capitol building in Providence 
between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m. The event 
was free of charge and included speak­
ers, music, and refreshments.
The Tax Day Tea Party had a 
turnout of over ten thousand people 
nationwide. On a more basic level, 
Miller said that "the mission of PC 
Libertarians is to encourage limited 
government, which certainly includes 
less spending and taxation."
"Our biggest goal is to raise aware­
ness of the libertarian message, name­
ly limited government and increased 
personal freedom, and put that mes­
sage into practice," said Miller. "It is 
one of our biggest concerns right 
now," said Miller. "By any mathemati­
cal, economical, or practical measure, 
we cannot continue at this pace and 
expect that we'll never have to account 
for it."
According to Miller, PC Libertarians 
is involved in both informational 
events such as films and discussions, 
as well as activism opportunities like 
campaign work and the Tea Party.
"It becomes very easy to delegate 
more and more of our lives to the gov­
ernment and assume that they will 
manage everything better than we can 
on an individual level," said Miller. "I 
think most people would be interested 
to find out how much of a financial 
burden their children and grandchil­
dren are being saddled with."
—Ted DeNicola 'n
Campus Calendar APRIL 24 - 3
2:00 p.m. Clam Jam 
Barbeque sponsored 
by BOP. Hendricken 
Field.
4:00 p.m. Fridays at 
Four - Student 
Performance. Smith 
Center for the Arts, 
Ryan Concert Hall.





sored by the Office of 
College Events.
Moore Hall.
11:00 a.m. Women's 
Soccer vs. Brown. 
Providence College, 
Providence, R.l. 
3:00 p.m. Dodgeball 
Tournament spon­





8:00 p.m. Dance Club 
Spring Show. Smith 
Center for the Arts, 
5:00 p.m. All Sports 
Gala. Smith Center 
for the Arts, Ryan 
Concert Hall.
6:00 p.m. PC Faimly 
Feud. Slavin Center, 
McPhail's.
6:00 p.m. Class of
2010 Congress
5:00 p.m. Student 
Congress Meeting. 
Slavin Center, Room 
112.
6:00 p.m. Film
Festival of student 
videos. Smith Center 







6:00 p.m. Relaxation 
Cafe, free massages, 
reflexology treat­
ments, healthy food, 
and more. Slavin 
1:00 p.m. Women's 
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Slavin Center, '64 
Hall.
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Dick Hoyt and Son
Run 1000th Race
You don't have to be alone.
MATT LONGOBARDI Ti/The Cowl
Dick Hoyt shared the inspirational story of him and his son, Rick Hoyt. 
Rick Hoyt suffers from severe cerebral palsy, but that has not stopped 
him and his father from running marathons.
Sexual abuse is one of the most traumatic events that 
can happen to you. From day one, we are here to help 
you overcome the pain, trauma and feeling of isolation so 
that you can move ahead with your life.
Day One 









by Sara Beth Labanara '11
News Staff
"World's strongest dad" Dick 
Hoyt talked to students in McPhail's 
on Wednesday, April 1st at 7:00 p.m. 
about marathons and triathlons that 
he and his paraplegic 
son, Rick Hoyt, have 
participated in for 
years. The lecture 
began with a movie and the words, 
"Yes, you can," the Team Hoyt 
motto. Hoyt said that there is no 
such word as "can't" in their family.
He began his talk by explaining the 
tragedy of his son's birth. When Rick 
was born in 1962, his umbilical cord 
twisted around his neck resulting in 
cerebral palsy. Doctors told the Hoyts 
that their son would be a vegetable for 
the rest of his life.
"The doctors said we should put 
Rick away in an institution for the rest 
of his life because he would be nothing 
but a vegetable," said Hoyt.
But the Hoyts did not follow this 
advice. They brought him up just like 
any other child.
"Today, Rick is 47 years old," said 
Hoyt. "He still can't talk, use his arms 
or his legs, but he graduated from pub­
lic high school and from Boston 
University and lives all by himself in 
his own apartment."
With $5,000 raised, engineers from 
Tufts University built the Tufts 
Interactive Communicator [TIC] for 
Rick to communicate. Hoyt explained 
that the most difficult thing that he 
and his son went through was in 1992 
when they ran and biked across the 
United States. Their goal was to cover 
3,770 miles in 45 days without any 
days off.
"We finished it in exactly 45 days. 
We went home that night and the next 
morning we got up to go to Vermont to 
do a triathlon," said Hoyt.
He and his son started competing in 
marathons and triathlons when Rick 
had heard about a lacrosse player who 
became paralyzed. There was a charity 
road race being held for him, and Rick 
wanted to participate.
"Rick said 'Dad, I have to do some­
thing for him, I want to let him know 
that life goes on even if he's paralyzed; 
I want to run in the race," said Hoyt.
They were able to complete their 
first race and came in second to last 
place, but not last, Hoyt stressed.
"When we got home that night, Rick 
wrote on his computer to me, 'Dad, 
when I'm running it feels like my dis­
ability disappears," said Hoyt.
In a specially built chair in which 
Dick pushed Rick, they competed in 
several marathons, including the 
Boston Marathon in 1981.
"Originally, they turned us down 
and said no, you can't run with us 
because you're different than us, and 
the wheelchair division turned us 
down and said no, you can't run with 
us because you're different than us," 
said Hoyt.
Eventually, the wheelchair division 
allowed Team Hoyt to run behind 
them and they beat 85 percent of the 
runners. After competing in numerous 
marathons across the country, Team 
Hoyt was convinced to try a triathlon.
"The problem was I didn't know how 
to swim and I hadn't been on a bike 
since I was six years old," said Hoyt.
After relocating to a house on a lake, 
Hoyt learned how to swim and with 
special equipment, Team Hoyt was 
able to compete. Today, they have 
competed in over 270 triathlons. One 
of their most memorable was the Iron 
Man Triathlon in Hawaii, although 
Team Hoyt was not allowed to com­
pete originally.
"But I said no, we don't do things 
that way," said Hoyt. "We were able to 
negotiate, and Rick is the first disabled 
person in the world to compete and 
complete the Iron Man Triathlon."
Because of Rick's efforts, there is 
now a physically challenged division 
in the Iron Man Triathlon. Together, 
Team Hoyt competed in this triathlon 
which consists of a 2.4 mile swim, a 
112 mile bike ride, and a 26 mile run.
Currently, Team Hoyt is preparing 
for the Boston Marathon on April 20. It 
will be their 27th Boston Marathon 
and their 1000th race together.
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Father Shanley Fields Questions at Congress Meeting
STUDENT
CONGRESS
by Valerie Ferdon '12
Asst. News Editor
On Tuesday, April 7, Rev. Brian 
Shanley, O.P., president of Providence 
College, attended the Student Congress 
meeting to discuss pressing issues before 
the end of the year.
The first issue 
brought to atten­
tion was the provi­
sions being made this year regarding 
the Civ Scream. Andy MacMannis 
'09 addressed Shanley, "I know that 
there are all these changes proposed 
regarding the Civ Scream, and I was 
just wondering where the change in 
attitude came from. It is a tradition 
as it is, and although it gets a bit 
roudy, it is a fun thing for our col­
lege."
Shanley explained how he has never 
witnessed a Civ Scream, and had just 
recently heard about the plans being 
made. "My understanding is that Civ 
Scream is an indigenous part of 
Providence College culture and is 
somewhat of a right of passage. It was 
a simpler event in my day, so you 
shouldn't assume that it was always 
like it is now. Back in the day, it was 
actually just a scream," said Shanley.
What happens at Civ Scream cur­
rently, however, is what worries the 
administration. Shanley said, "I don't 
know what happens at Civ Scream. I




by Devin Murphy '10
News Editor
Student Congress met this week to dis­
cuss several proposed pieces of legisla­
tion and amendments to the constitution 
of Congress and the Dance Club.
The first proposed 
piece of legislation was 
presented by Taylor 
O'Brien, president of 
the Class of 2012, and Kristin Pena, vice 
president of the Class of 2012. The legis­
lation, the freshman class' first, proposed 
that liquid soap be installed in all tradi­
tional residence halls on campus. All res­
idence halls used to be equipped with 
liquid hand soap in the bathrooms. 
However, due to student vandalism and 
misuse of the soap it was removed and 
hand sanitizer was installed in its place 
three years ago.
O'Brien said that according to a survey 
that the Class of 2012 conducted an over­
whelming majority, 98 percent of stu­
dents prefer to use liquid soap as 
opposed to hand sanitizer. Most students 
surveyed also felt that Providence 
College should be responsible for pro­
viding and paying for the soap. O'Brien 
also said health studies show that hand 
sanitizer kills both good and bad bacteria 
on hands, and if hands are not rinsed 
after using hand sanitizer it enables more 
bad bacteria to grow.
Congress had been in contact with 
the Office of Residence Life about the 
issue and the proposed legislation. 
Residence Life did not express any 
opposition to the proposed legislation 
during those meetings.
"I've spoken to Steve Sears about this a 
couple of times and he's fully in support 
of this," said Liz Wolf '09, executive pres­
ident of Student Congress.
The details have not been finalized yet, 
but there is a possibility that both liquid 
soap and hand sanitizer will be available 
in the bathrooms of traditional residence 
halls if the legislation passes.
The class of 2010 presented two 
pieces of legislation following the class 
of 2012. The first was regarding move- 
out times for students after final exam­
inations and before breaks. The pro­
posed legislation would not make it 
mandatory for students to leave cam­
pus until noon the day after their last 
final exam. Accompanying the legisla­
tion was research showing several 
other schools which allow students to 
know there has been some concern in 
the past because there is alcohol 
involved sometimes...We just want to 
make it safe so that no one gets hurt. It 
is not going to get cancelled, we are 
not trying to shut it down."
Associate Vice President Chris 
Fortunato also attended the meeting 
and addressed questions regarding the 
Civ Scream.
"We have two particular goals. The 
first is to make the Civ Scream event 
safer. That is our primary purpose and 
goal. The second is to move in the direc­
tion of lessening some of the embarrass­
ing behavior that is often associated with 
the Civ Scream," said Fortunato.
He continued, "Some students gave 
suggestions including everything from 
having the Friar mascot to having an 
MC to having streamers. The most 
important thing for us is to get student 
input to devise how Civ Scream will 
take place within the general parame­
ters of keeping everyone safe."
Lauren Riley '10 voiced response to 
these proposals, "If you have stream­
ers and the Friar mascot, how do you 
think that is going to stop kids from 
drinking and taking off their clothes?"
Fortunato explained that by adding 
structure and modifying security from 
what has been used in the past, they 
could minimize both the dangerous and 
"embarrassing" behavior that takes 
place over the course of the night.
He also explained the importance of 
remain on campus 24 hours after their 
last final exam.
Jaimie Scambio TO said that the extra 
time would allow students to study for 
final exams without the added stress of 
having to pack and be ready to vacate the 
dorms by 6:00 p.m. the day of their last 
exam. She also said that many parents 
are not out of work by 6:00 p.m. which 
makes it difficult to leave. Scambio also 
said that the extra time would make 
moving out less stressful for those who 
live outside of New England and in case 
of inclement weather.
There was some controversy about 
whether the proposed legislation was 
a good idea. Nick Mikula '11 said that 
the extra time would cause more prob­
lems than help to make the move-out 
process easier. He said that he was 
concerned that the extra idle time 
would enable more students to drink 
after their finals are over.
Scambio said that drinking would 
not be a big problem if students were 
allowed to stay. She said that 12:00 
p.m. the day after students' last exam­
inations is not too much time and noon 
is still early in the day, which would 
dissuade students from drinking the 
night after.
Billy Byrne '09 said that Congress 
should not vote down the legislation 
just because some students may abuse 
the privilege of staying on campus an 
extra day to drink. He said that some 
students earnestly want to the extra 
time to be able to devote to studying.
The next piece of legislation also 
presented by the class of 2010 was 
about move-in times. The legislation 
states that students should be permit­
ted to move in two days prior to the 
start of classes.
Elian Gonzales TO said that Steven 
Sears, Ph.D., dean of the Office of 
Residence Life, was very supportive of 
the legislation.
"With the new orientation schedule 
this is completely doable," said Michelle 
Palermino '09 of the legislation.
Next on the agenda was the presenta­
tion of an amendment to section 16 of the 
constitution of Congress. The amend­
ment would allow for Congress to more 
widely advertise open positions on 
Congress to non-Congress members.
The final order of business was the 
presentation of the new allocations 
process. 
If you have streamers and 
the Friar mascot, how do you 
think that is going to stop kids 
from drinking and taking off 
their clothes?
Lauren Riley To
maintaining the dignity of the College: 
"People can make silly mistakes and face 
long-term repercussions as a result of 
those actions. The value of a Providence 
College degree means a lot, the value of 
our dignity and reputation means a lot 
And while a lot of the things you see on 
YouTube is not necessarily indicative of 
what Providence College is all about, over 
time I think that has a damaging affect on 
the institution."
While no changes 
have been solidified, 
Shanley summed up 
the discussion, "If 
they are trying to 
curb alcohol con­
sumption and keep 
people's clothes on, 
I'm for that."
Another issue brought 
to attention was how the 
economic times were to 
affect the Providence 
College community
"A lot of different 
schools are doing a 
lot of different things in order to 
weather the storm. One thing you need 
to understand about Providence 
College is that we do not have a large 
endowment. Schools that have big 
endowments ironically are buffeted 
more than we are because they use 
their endowment money for operating. 
They have it built into their budget 
that they will always have that flow of 
money," said Shanley.
Last year, the endowment peaked 
160 million, although it has lost 25 per­
cent of its market value due to the cur­
rent economy. This money will is usu­
ally used for projects on campus, as 
well as scholarships, and as a result 
there will be less flexibility in the allo­
cation of that money. Shanley 
explained that the only large-scale 
project to take place is the finishing of 
the Slavin Center.
Patricia Carroll '11 then asked about 
new legislation. "I just wanted to let 
you know that the sophomore class 
has been compiling all year a report on 
www.theCOWl.com
- - needs a webmaster - -
apply in SLAVIN G05
using PC IDs off campus and we just 
passed legislation on it. I just wanted 
to know if you see this as coming 
into a program in the near future," 
asked Carroll.
Shanley responded, "I think it is 
going to happen. I think we need to 
work out some of the details but I am 
not detecting any opposition on our 
side. We would like to see it happen, 
but we need to work the mechanics 
out."
The discussion 
reverted back to the 
economy, this time 
to the effects on the 
Sodexo and Hurley 
workers. Andrew 
Liedtka '09 from 
the Providence 
College Labor 
Alliance asked, "I 
was just wondering 
if you have thought 
at all about the eco­
nomic effects that 
the Sodexo and
Hurley workers are now experiencing. 
A lot of those companies have started to 
use this economic downturn as a scape­
goat to take it out on employees. There 
has been a lot of violation of contract, 
and I was wondering if you have heard 
anything about the issue."
Shanley responded, "The informa­
tion that I received seemed to indicate 
that they had resolved most of the 
issues that I was aware of...The prob­
lem is that Providence College cannot 
get involved in there because the terms 
of how grievances are handled are in 
the law, and the workers have the right 
within their union to make a grievance 
when they think management is not 
following its contract. Our policy is 
that we support collective bargaining, 
we choose to support unionized ven­
dors on campus, but we do not get into 
grievances that individual workers 
have against management and into all 
the issues involved in that."
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Dr. Beckwith Says She Will Miss Students Most
After a distinguished 
career which has ranged 
from studying in 
Florence, working for 
the Hisotric Preservation 
Commission of Rhode 
Island, writing for the 
National Register 
Nominations, and teach­
ing at Providence 
College Dr. Beckwith is 
planning to retire 
by Allison O'Connor '10
News Staff
Alice Beckwith, Ph.D., professor and 
founding member of the Department of 
Art and Art History at Providence 
College, is retiring at the end of this 
semester. She has been 
a professor at PC for 38 
years, and teaches 
many Art History 
courses including Italian Renaissance 
Art, Baroque and Rococo Art, 
Nineteenth Century Art, and Survey of 
Art History, among many others.
Beckwith enjoys teaching each and 
every class, and does not favor one 
over another. "Frankly, I love every 
one of them for different reasons," 
said Beckwith.
Her favorite part about working at 
the College is the students.
"Our students are so thoughtful, 
interested, and fun to work with that 
leaving them is the hardest part - of
SPECIAL 
FEATURE
DWC: Debate Rages About Consistency 
Between Teams and Scope of Program
continued from front page
J.T. Scanlan, Ph.D., Department of 
English, added his views about the Civ 
program and his first impressions as a 
teacher of Civ at PC.
"I couldn't believe that Civ was a 
class that meets five days a week," said 
Scanlan. "I thought it was very high 
school-ish and absurd. And then I 
found out that it was five credits, and 
my heart broke for the students."
The story that the Civ Program
tells is very narrow. I see it as a
I ittle bit of propaganda.
J.T. Scanlan, Ph.D.
Many students agreed that a mediocre 
grade in DWC has the potential to signif­
icantly lower a student's GPA because of 
the five-credit requirement.
"Inevitably a few people succeed 
but many lose," said Scanlan.
Wolf then said that the narrative the 
Civ Program tells over the course of two 
years is too refined.
"The story that the Civ Program 
tells is very narrow," said Wolf. "I see 
it as a little bit of propaganda."
Scanlan agreed and said that he feels 
the Civ program ends up excluding 
many students, especially on a reli­
gious level.
"From my perspective one of the 
greatest tragedies in this class is that a 
lot of people feel really excluded and 
don't have much of an outlet to say 
leaving the school," she said.
Beckwith received her Bachelor's 
degree from the University of 
Rochester in 1966. She intended to 
major in Chemistry, but changed her 
mind during the second semester of 
her senior year, when she decided to 
switch to Art History. Following her 
graduation from the University of 
Rochester, Beckwith traveled to 
Florence to continue pursuing her 
studies in art.
"I lived in a convent because my 
mother would not let me go there oth­
erwise," she said. "A convent was a 
very protected environment and it 
made my mother feel that I would be 
safe. It was a wonderful experience."
While she was there, not only did 
she receive her Diploma di Profitto from 
the University of Florence, but she was 
also very active in the relief efforts 
during the Florence floods of 1966.
"As a matter of fact, I was flown 
back to the United States to appear on 
a TV show titled To Tell the Truth. I was 
the true person," said Beckwith.
This appearance provided an oppor­
tunity for the Committee to Rescue 
Italian Art to receive acclaim on TV.
"I believe this was one of the first 
times that nonprofits used TV to get 
publicity for relief efforts," she said.
Returning from Florence, Beckwith 
received her Master's from Brown 
University in 1969, followed later by her 
Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University in 
1983. Her dissertation there was entitled 
"John Ruskin's Uses of Illuminated 
Manuscripts and Their Impact on His 
Theories of Art and Society "
Before joining the faculty here at PC, 
Dr. Beckwith worked for the State of 
Rhode Island's Historic Preservation 
Commission for two years. She con­
ducted surveys of historic areas and 
wrote National Register Nominations 
as an architectural historian. She was 
that they're excluded," said Scanlan.
The group then shifted to the topic 
that students are not getting the true 
university experience of learning new 
things about theology under the cur­
rent DWC model. Presently, students 
from Catholic high schools will contin­
ue to learn about Catholicism in col­
lege without being educated about 
other religious affiliations.
"When first coming here I was very 
concerned about the people who 
already know this stuff; they must be 
bored," said Scanlan. "They're not 
experiencing the joy of learning some­
thing different and new and that 
strikes me as deeply impoverished."
The conversation kept going back to 
the issue of consistency in the program.
"How could you ever have a class 
with 30 professors where everything 
is consistent?"asked Scanlan "You 
shouldn't even want to try."
Even though Scanlan said that con­
sistency across DWC teams is not fea­
sible, Liz Wolf argued that students 
want consistency across the board to 
feel that things are being kept fair 
when it comes to the workload. 
Scanlan insisted that DWC will never 
be a consistent program.
"The complaint about consistency is 
legitimate, but what's the solution?" 
asked Scanlon. "Have everyone teach 
exactly the same thing exactly the 
same way?" said the student.
Scanlan said grading will never be 
consistent either because what appears 
to be an "A" paper to an English 
teacher will not be an "A" paper to a 
theology teacher.
The discussion then leapt back to the 
point that the current model of DWC is 
not up to university standards. 
Scanlan raised the point that the Civ 
program encourages teachers to teach 
m a general way. However, he believes
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Al ice Beckwith, Ph.D. will be retiring 
at the end of the year. Beckwith stud­
ied in Florence after graduating from 
the University of Rochester. She has 
taught many art history courses at 
Providence College indluding 
Renaissance Art.
involved in activities such as saving 
the Point Section of Newport, and 
writing the National Register nomina­
tions for Providence City Hall, the 
Federal Building, and numerous other 
buildings in downtown Providence, 
among other things. She described 
them as "all accomplishments that live 
on today."
Inspired by the Dominican mission 
and the numerous Dominican contri­
butions to art and art history, Beckwith 
was thrilled to assume a role as a facul­
that the professors at PC are specialists 
and that this creates a problem.
"Nobody here is a generalist," said 
Scanlan. "We've only hired top ranked 
scholars from top universities. We 
bring people to this campus because 
they're scholars, not because they're 
generalists."
An Engl ish teacher and a the­
ology teacher have to come to 
the compromise that they're 
teaching Civ and they have to 
teach it in a uniform way.
J.T. Scanlan, Ph.D.
Then an unidentified student said that 
professors should put aside their aca­
demic disciplines when teaching DWC.
"An English teacher and a theology 
teacher have to come to the compro­
mise that they're teaching Civ and they 
have to teach it in a uniform way."
Scanlan responded that that would 
be impossible because there is no such 
thing as Civ because it is not an aca­
demic subject.
The reality of the situation is that a 
great number of the professors don't 
believe in the course and a great num­
ber of students have a real problem 
with the course," said Scanlan.
The solution, Scanlan believes, rests 
on true interdisciplinary courses.
We have to have what's called true 
academic interdisciplinary, not cursory 
interdisciplinary," he said. 
ty member here at PC.
"The Dominican mission to reach out 
to the world through teaching, and PC's 
particular emphasis on community serv­
ice are still inspiring to me," she said. 
"This is a truly great place to work."
She highly regards the hard work 
performed by the students here at 
the College.
"Our best students are the equal of 
any student that I taught when I was a 
graduate student at Johns Hopkins 
University," said Beckwith.
As a professor, Beckwith stated that 
she abides by the motto, "every class is 
a new opportunity for me and for the 
students."
Outside of her profession, Beckwith 
enjoys hobbies such as reading, writ­
ing, yoga, and music. A little known 
fact is that when she was younger, she 
was an avid rock climber and that she 
raced white water kayaks.
Career-wise, she belongs to an array 
of professional memberships, has had 
three major published research contri­
butions, and has given an abundance 
of presentations.
"My next career is to write Art 
History thrillers; i.e. Dan Brown watch 
out here I come!" said Beckwith.
Currently, she is also planning the 
annual Conference of the American 
Printing History Association [APHA] 
for October 16-19, 2009. APHA is an 
organization that encourages the 
study of printing history and promotes 
the recognition of the central impor­
tance of printing to humanity. The 
conference she is planning is entitled 
"The Book Beautiful" and will include 
a variety of short papers, panels, work­
shops, and demonstrations by book 
artists from the Newport area, as well 
as a keynote address delivered by 
William S. Peterson, professor of 
English at the University of Maryland.
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Anonymous Alumnus Donates $10,000
CAMPUS
NEWS
by Meghan Conway '12
News Staff
In March, the 2009 senior class was 
given an anonymous donation of $10,000 
from an alumnus. This anonymous 
alumnus was motivated 
to donate by the restored 
Senior Giving program. 
He wanted to inspire sen­
iors to donate as much as 
they can in order to give back to 
Providence College.
"I can comment that the alum that has 
created this challenge strongly believes 
our collective support of PC can provide 
the College with necessary resources and 
support to continue our stature as a 
national leader in higher education," 
said Michael Verzino, Senior Giving 2009 
development associate.
The alumnus did not merely 
donate the money, but challenged 
the 2009 senior class to break the 
senior giving participation record of 
32 percent that was set by the class 
of 2006. If the 2009 Senior Class col­
laborates, they have the potential to 
break the monetary record.
The Senior Giving program is part 
of Institutional Advancement, other­
wise known as the Senior Gift. The 
Senior Giving program has recently 
been modified to better motivate sen­
POST: Cards in Ray 
Display Student Secrets
continued from front page
postcards in the mail, and populari­
ty of this unique concept spread. 
Since then, Post Secret has become 
an ongoing community art project 
through Warren's Web site, museum 
exhibits, and several published 
books. Each week, Warren updates 
his "Sunday Secrets" online blog 
where he posts 10 to 15 new secrets. 
Warren has now received more than 
150,000 postcards and continues to 
receive almost 1,000 each week.
On his Website, Warren explains 
that his initial purpose for starting 
Post Secret was to create a place for 
people "where the secrets they could 
not tell their friends-and family 
would be treated with dignity in a 
non-judgmental way."
By conducting a similar event here 
at the College, the PC Art Club is 
hoping to create an outlet to get stu­
dents involved in an art project that 
would strengthen the bonds of the 
PC community.
"I decided to try and recreate this for 
the Providence College community, and 
show how important releasing your 
secret and sharing it with the world can 
be," said Marisa Woods '11, who initiat­
ed the idea for creating a Post Secret 
exhibit here at the College. Woods was 
inspired by a similar event recently held 
at Bryant University during the fall 
semester. "We wanted the project [at PC] 
to be a bit bigger and to take hold of the 
whole campus," said Woods.
PC students were invited to share in 
this art project by sharing a secret such 
as a regret, fear, desire, or confession 
on a postcard. The only restrictions 
were that the secrets must be true and 
must never have been revealed to any­
one else, consistent with Warren's orig­
inal project.
Almost 2,000 cards were distrib­
uted throughout campus. They were 
available from tables in Raymond 
Hall Cafeteria or from any member 
of the Providence College Art Club. 
A picture of the postcard was also 
available on the Facebook group cre­
ated by the Art Club, so the card 
could simply be printed out from 
any computer.
Once a student got a postcard, all he 
or she had to do was write any true 
iors to donate and raise participation.
The funds donated to the Senior 
Giving program are part of the PC 
Fund, the College's annual fund which 
supports PC's greatest needs: financial 
aid, academic enrichment, faculty sup­
port, resources for campus communi­
ty, student programs, facility improve­
ments, and classroom renovations, 
among other things.
Seniors have many options to donate 
to the Senior Giving program. By logging 
onto givetopc.org, they can donate any 
amount. A link is available on the 
Providence College Website.
On Cap and Gown Day, 
Wednesday, April 22, seniors were 
given the opportunity to pledge part 
of their returned enrollment fee of 
$500 to the Senior Giving program. 
The seniors who donated are invited 
to the Senior Send Off event, a semi- 
formal reception as an appreciation 
for taking part in the Senior Giving 
campaign. All seniors who gave at 
least $100 are eligible for a brick 
engraved on Alumni Lane, member­
ship to the Young Alumni St. 
Dominic Society, andentry in a raffle 
to win a free commencement bid. 
Seniors who pledged in full will 
receive an honored plaque in the 
new Slavin Center.
The Senior Giving committee is 
secret on it. Students were urged to be 
creative, as they had the option to dec­
orate the postcard in any way they 
chose. Mike Gonda '11, PC Art Club 
President, said he told people to "have 
fun with it, and be truthful."
Postcards were dropped off in the 
on-campus mailroom like a normal 
piece of mail, entirely free of charge 
since no postage was required. "All 
the secrets are sent to the same box 
number where we pick them up and 
are currently collecting them for the 
show," said Woods.
The show was held on Monday 
April 20, 2009, in one of the comers of 
Ray Cafeteria. Its artistic value as a 
communal exhibit lay not only in those 
students who physically took part by 
filling out postcards, but also by those 
students who viewed the show and 
read the postcards on display.
"I think the participation in the 
show will be the true success of the 
project. When the secrets are posted 
for all to see, I think the student 
body will be pleasantly surprised 
and interested in what their class­
mates have to say and normally 
don't share with them."
The Art Club hoped that this event 
would aid in changing the views 
toward the Providence College cam­
pus and community.
"Through the secrets, you realize 
how human and real many students 
within the PC community really are," 
said Woods. "Students are always say­
ing that they don't believe our campus 
is diverse. I believe this show can truly 
change this view."
Each postcard was considered to 
be a unique piece of art that links 
both the anonymous writer and the 
viewer. The boldness of the people 
reaching out through this type of 
exhibit and disclosing certain details 
about themselves can serve as a 
source of inspiration.
Post Secret serves as an affirming 
means of releasing hidden secrets or 
burdens that are creating a weight 
inside a person. Viewers of the exlub- 
it may also discover more about them­
selves and their own desires, secrets, 
longings, and feelings displayed on 
the postcards. 
comprised of co-chairs Amanda 
Heinsen '09 and senior class vice 
president Kieran Murray '09. The 
two are joined by 25 others seniors 
chosen from the class officers last 
spring.
"It has been an exciting project to set 
the stage for future classes to give in 
their senior year," said Heinsen.
The PC community has been very 
excited to see what Senior Giving has 
done thus far this year.
"As we attempt to form a new cul­
Richard Murphy to
Retire After 45 Years
by Kylie Lacey '11
News Staff
Richard Murphy, Ph.D., has been with 
the Department of English at Providence 
College since 1964 and will retire at the 
end of this academic year. The only time 
he has spent away from 
SPECIAL the College since he 
FEATURE was hired was the two 
years he spent at Duke 
University to obtain his Ph.D.
Murphy applied for a professorship at 
PC, as well as many other institutions, 
because he had heard about the College 
during his high school career. He went to 
a Dominican high school in his home­
town of Chicago. However, he was not 
specifically looking for a Dominican col­
lege. He was going to Europe with his 
wife and she thought it was a good idea 
that he have a job waiting when they 
returned.
"I went to the section of the library 
with the college catalogs and saw 
Providence College," he said. "I remem­
ber my high school gave a scholarship 
each year for going to that school."
PC was the first to respond; 
Murphy met his interviewer in a 
church parking lot in Michigan and 
was hired. He was the first non­
Rhode Island resi­
dent, aside from 
certain priests, to 
be hired at PC.
"That was the 
golden era for pro­
fessors," he said. 
"Now we get 300 
applications for one 
position."
One of Murphy's 
accomplishments 
at PC is the design­
ing of the English 
curriculum in the 
1960s. "I created 
the classes I teach," he said.
According to Murphy, he enjoys 
teaching Introduction to Literature 
because it is fun to watch freshmen 
students adjust to college. He also 
teaches Development of 20th 
Century Fiction and U.S. Fiction 
Since 1960.
Murphy does have an issue with 
certain courses in the core curriculum.
"There is a problem of too many intro- 
level courses," he said. "DWC is not a 
course to direct a college around."
Some new professors are joining the 
Department of English from presti­
gious colleges such as Harvard 
University, Cambridge University, and 
the Iowa Writing School. According to 
Murphy, it is a waste of talent to use 
these professors in the Development of 
Western Civilization Program.
"These young professors are coming 
from high places and are being shoe- 
homed into teaching Civ," he said.
Murphy said he sees ways to improve 
the DWC program, such as cutting the 
number of required hours. Since the 
course is history driven, according to 
Murphy, professors have to follow a sort 
of chronology.
"If the semesters were built around 
"There is a problem of too 
many intro-level courses. 
Development of Western 
Civil ization is not a course to
direct a college around."
Richard Murphy, Ph.D
ture of philanthropy on campus, the 
work the committee has been doing 
has definitely been noticed by many 
in our community," said Verzino. 
"At a recent trip to Florida, a presen­
tation of the Senior Giving was a big 
highlight among many presentations 
and talks."
"He also wanted to challenge the 
seniors to think about how many thou­
sands of alumni support their experi­
ence at PC, whether they realize it or 
not," said Verzino.
themes, you could compress lit and 
philosophy into a year," he said.
According to Murphy, the implemen­
tation of the DWC Program coincided 
with both the integration of women on 
campus and a serious financial crisis.
The development of DWC did affect 
the core curriculum, lessening the the­
ology and philosophy requirements 
from four each to two.
However, the Department of English 
lost six faculty members due to monetary 
reasons during this time.
Murphy is also disappointed that 
PC never developed a serious writ­
ing program. "For a time, students 
could work assisting professors," 
Murphy said. "It was a limited 
attempt, but it was successful."
Overall, Murphy said he loves his 
job. "My employer lets me do what I 
like," he said. "It was my first job; I've 
had it forever."
Some of the changes Murphy has 
observed over the years that he has 
enjoyed include the building up of 
the library.
"I have been the person who 
ordered the books, and before the 
budget was cut there were other 
worthwhile volumes I wanted to 
order," he said.
According to 
Murphy, for an insti­
tution of PC's size, 
the library has a 
good collection of 
primary sources of 
poetry and letters.
Of the students at 
PC, Murphy insist­




nate to have oddball 
students in the 
English major," he 
said. "They are somewhat handicapped 
by intro courses."
Improvements Murphy would like to 
see in the future are expanded language 
classes and requirements, and more 
demanding required writing courses.
"There was a high-schoolish 
emphasis on tests," said Murphy. 
"As more and more people come in 
from different places, we have 
moved away from it."
Of his own work, Murphy mostly 
writes reviews for Review for 
Contemporary Fiction. His proudest 
moment came when he reviewed a col­
lection of essays by experimentalist 
writer Christine Brooke Rose.
"She calle.d the editor of the maga­
zine to thank me," Murphy said. "She 
saw I mimicked what she had done in 
her work."
Murphy said he is looking forward 
to retirement, although some of his 
friends do not understand why.
"I've had people say to me, 'you get 
paid to work Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday? Why retire?"' he said.
When asked how he would like to be 
remembered at PC, Murphy laughed 
and said he would like people to say: 
"'He never fit in.'"
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Hard Economic Times
at PC: Financial Aid
Students Give Input 
for New Slavin Center
by Lauren Ballback '11 GRAPHIC BY MATT LONGOBARDI '10
News Staff
In March 2009, Rev. Brian J. 
Shanley, O.P., president of 
Providence College, announced a 
tuition increase at Providence
ECONOMY
College for the 2009- 
2010 academic year. 
According to a letter 
addressed to
Providence College 
parents, tuition will increase by 4.9 
percent. Depending on the student's 
residence hall and meal plan, room 
and board will increase anywhere 
from 5.0 to 5.3 percent.
The Board of Trustees approved 
this decision in February, which is 
the lowest annual increase in rough­
ly a decade. This announcement, 
however, comes during a time of 
widespread economic downturn. In 
the recent months, the Office of 
Financial Aid has seen a rising level 
of demand, and expects this to con­
tinue into the next academic year.
"This past year, we've really experi­
enced an increase in, generally, the 
number of appeals we have received," 
said Sandra J. Oliveira, Executive 
Director of the Office of Financial Aid.
"We have families that are facing eco­
nomic hardship- I'm close to 260-270 
appeals just for this year. That's on par, 
maybe a little bit above what we had 
prior years. Again, it's hard to tell what 
we're going to get. It's a big unknown 
for all of us, quite honestly."
The deadline for financial aid is
April 15, so the office is still waiting for 
the students to complete all the materi­
al. Until all the forms are in and 
processed, the office will not know if 
there are more requests for financial 
aid from current PC students.
"We have experienced an increase in 
the class of 2013's [financial aid] appli­
cations," said Oliveira. "Again, not all 
of those students will come [to PC], 
but we are expecting that we will have 
an increase going forward."
As of yet, students at Providence 
College have not left due to mone­
tary reasons.
"That hasn't been the reason they 
have left," said Oliveira. "They have 
left for traditional decisions that they 
may have made based on wanting to 
transfer, something like that."
Father Shanley included this fact 
in his letter.
"Cognizant of this situation, we 
have been able to offer financial 
assistance to a number of students 
whose families have encountered 
severe financial distress and were 
prepared to withdraw from the 
College," wrote Shanley. "As a result, 
Providence College did not experi­
ence any decline in enrollment dur­
ing the spring semester, again main­
taining the College's position as hav­
ing one of the highest student reten­
tion rates in the nation. I am proud 
of the way in which our financial aid 
office worked with distressed fami­
lies to keep our students in school."
In the next year, however, students 
might be forced to leave because of 
the cost.
"Again, we may see students who 
may not be able to return. I'm not sure 
yet..-. I'm starting to see, out of the 
incoming students, families who have 
lost their job at the end of the year and 
that's where it might make a differ­
ence... The difference would show in 
the beginning of the 2009-2010 aca­
demic year, as it would not have 
impacted the current year because 
most people have already taken care of 
their finances," said Oliveira
According to Oliveira, her office is 
beginning to see the job losses, 
which she expected because of the 
rising rate of unemployment through 
the country.
"As we've done in this past year, there 
are benefits for any student whose par­
ents have experienced a change in cir­
cumstance," said Oliveira. "We have a 
special conditions form that is out on our 
Website, [and] we ask the student and 
their family to provide information to us, 
and we review those based on those 
changes, and we figure out what we can 
do help provide some funding to 
respond to that request."
If a student requests additional 
funding due to special circumstances, 
that funding can be provided by the 
institution, Pellgrants, and other feder­
al programs.
"For the current academic year we 
have had some additional resources 
that have been provided by the 
College to meet the demands of stu­
dents who are facing economic hard­
ship," said Oliveira. "So moving for­
ward for next year, our budget has 
increased slightly, just general increas­
es that come with increased aid, and 
we'll work through any changes in cir­
cumstance once we see what we have 
before us."
Providence College lost 25 percent 
of its endowment because of the eco­
nomic decline; this means that PC lost 
$40 million of its $160 million budget.
The College, however, has not his­
torically depended on its endow­
ment to fund annual expense, accord­
ing to Shanley.
"In these difficult economic times 
we will therefore be even more 
dependent upon tuition and room 
and board," wrote Shanley. "In order 
to keep these cost increases as low as 
possible, we have adopted a series of 
cost-saving measures. For the bal­
ance of the current budget year, we 
have restricted hiring for unfilled 
staff positions and redoubled efforts 
to identify and eliminate non-essen­
tial spending within each of the 
operating divisions."
Students who are attending 
Providence College, in relation to their 
aid for next year, they will be consid­
ered as long as they meet the time 
deadlines." said Oliveira. "The level of 
grant they have received in the past 
would be comparable to what they 
would receive in the future, and would 
adjust with with any fluctuations in 
income or household status that they 
have going into next year."
The base budget of the Office of 
Financial Aid is allocated by the 
administration and increases along 
with the increases in tuition. The 
decision, according to Oliveira, 
starts with Father Shanley and goes 
through other departments such as 
the Treasurer's Office, who looks at 
the budget.
"In terms of a tuition increase affect-  
ing our office, cost of education defi-  
antly goes up," said Oliveira. "We also  
receive, whatever the tuition increase  
is, additional funds to offset it in our  
base budget."
Incoming freshmen will receive  
their aid packages in the middle of 
May and current students will receive 
their updated packages mid-June.






Construction on the new Slavin 
Center began months ago; however, 
the layout of the interior of the new 
addition has still not been finalized. In 
recent weeks,
" ’ * ! College
administrators have 
been seeking student 
input through surveying students and 
hosting open forums.
The SAIL Office and Office of 
Student Affairs invited students to 
learn more about the construction 
project and to share their views at an 
open forum on Wednesday, April 1, 
2009, in '64 Hall.
"I would like to have seen more stu­
dent representation but I am very 
grateful for the students that are here 
tonight," said Chris Fortunato, associ­
ate vice president for Student Affairs 
and dean of Students.
"I know that we have had some 
very wonderful results from the sur­
vey that we have sent out. I think 
approximately a thousand students 
or so responded to that, so I'm glad 





have a critical role in 
shaping the type of 
space they wish 
Slavin to be. He said 
this is their chance to 
"reclaim" the stu­
dent union.
"I think all of us 
have talked about it, 
on some occasion," 
said Fortunato. "The 
Slavin center, over some period of time 
had really lost its flavor, and its real 
purpose; as a student union and as a 
place that is a student 
destination...And we're looking, we're 
asking, all of you to make better choic­
es about the things you do socially and 
recreationally."
The purpose of the meeting was to 
talk about the specific design elements 
of the Center.
"I think we are at the perfect time 
now in the planning and developing 
phase to get some [response] from all 
of you ... about the look and the feel 
and the character, and everything from 
colors and lighting and layout to what 
type of programs should be available 
in the spaces," said Fortunato.
To facilitate the discussion, John Scott 
and Mike Bouchard of Symmes Maini 
and 
Associates [SMMA], 
the firm that created 
the design for the 
new Slavin center, 
attended the event. 
SMMA also designed 
the Concannon 
Fitness Center and 
has been working 
closely with the 
administration to per­
sonalize the Center for 
the needs of 
Providence College.
The architects 
gave the students a three-dimensional 
tour of the center.
The 8,800 square foot extension 
includes a new lobby, and an extend­
ed space for students upstairs and 
downstairs. According to Scott, the 
lobby is a "light and air" meeting 
place, and they tried "to utilize ele­
ments from the fitness center." It will 
hold 70 people comfortably.
When asked about the ecological 
friendly components that were 
incorporated into the new Center, 
the architects responded that 
although the actual steel and build-
The Slavin center, over some 
period of time had really lost 
its flavor, and its real purpose; 
as a student union...
Chris Fortunato
I think we are at the perfect 
time now in the planning and 
developing phase to get some 
[response] from all of you.
Chris Fortunato
ing materials are not recycled, there 
will be solar panels on top of the 
building to generate energy.
The interiors decorators added 
that they have incorporated recycled 
and eco-friendly materials into their 
designs.
"We are on schedule for an August 
14 completion date," said Mark 
Rapoza, assistant vice president of 
Facilities Planning. "There's still a little 
bit of noise left; we're getting to the 
end of the noisy part of this."
Sharon Hay, dean of Student 
Programming, said that the surveys 
handed out by the SAIL Office 
showed that students want a late- 
night eatery, TV, and surprisingly, a 
DVD rental.
The survey also indicated that 
they want a casual, relaxing atmos­
phere with dimmable lights.
When the student portion of the 
evening began, one of the topics stu­
dents were interested in was the possi­
bility of a franchise in the student center. 
"I know personally, for myself, I drink 
coffee twice a day," said Catherine 
Grogan '11.
Grogan said that she would like to 
see a Dunkin' ~Dunkin on-campus. 
Liane Nadeau '11 
agreed.
Nick Mikula '11 
added that if they 
were to work with 
Dunkin' Donuts, 
they could also look 
into getting a Baskin 
Robbins because the 
two companies are 
affiliated.
Caitlin Peruccio 
'11 said that she 
would prefer a 
Starbucks because 
the closest store is 
located downtown by Kennedy Plaza. 
Other students were interested in see­
ing a non-chain franchise that would 
help to support a local business.
Students also have opinions about 
the interior setup. They suggested that 
there should be multiple channels set 
on TVs in the rooms. Grogan suggest­
ed that there should be movies playing. 
Jacquie DeSisto '10 said that Salve 
Regina has a space for screening 
movies, which would attract students 
to the center. Students said they would 
also like to see a gaming console.
On the proposed look of the interi­
or, most students at the talk said 
they would like to see color, not just 
the PC colors. DeSisto said that the 
design looked a "little too sterile" 
for her taste. Owen Bligh '10 agreed. 
He said that it was 
"cookie cutter" 
and that he would 
like to see a more 
personalized look.
Another concern 
of students was the 
designation of office 
space for clubs and 
activities. WDOM 
and PC TV were ini­
tially promised new 
rooms in the reno­
vation.
"There is definite­
ly a commitment all 
along to give to WDOM and PC TV," 
said Scott. "There will be some office 
space; it will not be within the new 
addition."
He said that they originally planned 
to give them a space in the middle, but 
the block was too large. They are 
working to give them space in the 
Slavin Center.
Hay also said that there will be an 
assessment of all the clubs and 
organization on campus to deter­
mine who will receive an office in 
the Slavin Center.
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SODEXO: Students Gather for Worker Rights
continued from front page
"We, the members of the PC Labor 
Alliance, are a collective of students, 
faculty, and staff who strive to 
uphold the rights of all workers. We 
aim to promote a dem- 
CAMPUS ocratic campus com- 
NEWS munity in which all 
voices are respected. 
We intend to create a dialogue con­
cerning labor issues, build solidarity 
with workers, and demand that they 
are treated justly. We envision a cam­
pus, a community, and a world that 
respects the essential dignity, free­
dom, and equality of all workers as 
members of the human family."
That is the mission statement of the 
Providence College Labor Alliance 
(PCLA), a student-run organization 
that focuses on labor issues at PC.
Andrew Liedtka '09, a PCLA mem­
ber and one of the group's leaders, said 
that the PCLA began in March 2009, 
although he added that many mem­
bers of the group had been active par­
ticipants in the "Sweat Free PC" cam­
paign or the Student Labor Alliance 
(SLA) that was involved in the Hurley 
workers' strike last year.
"Essentially, we plan to make this 
the beginning of a long-term organiza­
tion that deals with labor issues at 
Providence College," said Liedtka. 
"We hope to create a better dialogue 
between all members of the PC com­
munity and specifically to uphold the 
rights of workers that are involved 
with Providence College in any way." •
Liedtka said that some of the Sodexo 
employees had been approaching stu­
dents since October about the ongoing 
labor issues, like the hour cuts seen 
earlier this year. However, Liedtka 
said that there have been labor issues 
since his class arrived at PC, noting 
that the efforts of the PCLA are "really 
part of a much bigger picture."
The most recent meeting last meet­
ings of the PCLA took place on 
Tuesday, April 7. At this meeting, 
Liedtka said that the group planned 
out many of the details of the Worker 
Appreciation Breakfast and March 
that took place on Saturday, April 18, 
between Raymond Hall and Feinstein 
Academic Center at 10:15 a.m.
"The purpose of this event is to create 
a better dialogue with all the members of 
the PC community, specifically with the 
administration, to raise awareness of the 
issues, and most importantly to show the 
workers that we care and that all of us as 
a peaceful community deserve the right 
to be heard and respected as human 
beings," said Liedtka.
Victoria Neff '09 said that she 
heard about the event through e- 
mails, but that she ultimately decid­
ed to attend after hearing about the 
event from classmates.
"What had motivated me to attend 
was the fact that a handful of some of 
the PCLA leaders were in one of my 
classes and had spoken to us about the 
issue and urged people to get 
involved," said Neff.
Neff said that she is not a member of 
PCLA, but that she thought it was 
important to attend the event.
"To tell you the truth, prior to 
attending the event, I didn't know 
much about the cause," she said. "I 
knew that Sodexo/Ray workers were 
being treated unfairly, but I didn't 
understand the specific issues. I'm 
happy I attended because I was able to 
speak to some fo the workers and hear 
about some of their frustrations and 
learn more about the cause."
According to Neff, the morning 
began with a breakfast with the 
workers, at which Neff said that 
Barbara, one of the Slavin cashiers, 
"gave a very riveting speech." This, 
according to Neff, was followed by a 
march to the Concannon Fitness 
Center atrium, where the attendees 
handed out pamphlets to newly 
accepted students and their families 
about the issue, as last weekend was 
Family Day for accepted students.
"I would say approximately 40 peo-
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Students gather for a breakfast to support the Sodexo employees on campus. Employees have complained of verbal abuse 
from their employers. Their hours were also cut this year after they received a raise. After the breakfast students stood out­
side of Concannon Fitness Center handing out fl iers to prospective students and their famil ies with information about the 
the workers' struggles.
pie attended, which was a great 
turnout," said Neff.
Liedtka also noted that another event 
will be planned if the administration 
"continues to ignore the situation."
Liedtka said that there are a num­
ber of ways for students or faculty 
members to participate in the efforts 
of the PCLA.
"People can help out and support us 
with and at events, and anyone is wel­
come to come to our meetings," said 
Liedtka. "We have a Facebook page 
and an e-mail list where we typically 
update people about the most recent 
meetings and events. So far, our 
actions have not extended very far 
beyond organization and awareness, 
but this is only the beginning— there is 
much more to come in the future."
According to Liedtka, Rev. Brian 
Shanley, O.P., president of Providence 
College, addressed some of the PCLA 
members at a recent Student Congress 
meeting. Liedtka said that so far, 
Shanley indicated that he was 
unaware of the issues pointed out by 
the PCLA. As of last week, Liedtka had 
said that Shanley had not shown up to 
attend grievance meetings between 
workers, union organizers, and 
Sodexo management, at which Liedtka 
said that he would receive much infor­
mation regarding the current situation.
Liedtka had also said that Shanley 
had not yet responded to the PCLA's 
request for a meeting, at which Liedtka 
said the group would like to provide 
him with all the information they have 
available to them so that the matter can 
be dealt with "as soon as possible."
This issue, however, was addressed 
shortly after. In response to the request 
for a meeting, Shanley arranged for 
Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P., Pn.D. to 
meet with the group. This meeting 
took place at 8:30 a.m. on Wednesday, 
April 22, in Harkins 405B.
Sicard said that in addition to him­
self, approximately 10 students 
attended the meeting, as did Dr. 
Cedric deLeon, assistant professor in 
the Department of Sociology, and Dr. 
Dana Dillon, assistant professor in 
the Department of Theology. Also in 
attendance were Michael Frazier, 
vice president in the Office of 
Finance and Business; Marifrances 
McGinn, vice president/general 
counsel; and Warren Gray, assistant 
vice president in the Office of 
Business Services;
Sicard indicated that the meeting 
brought up some important points.
"I thought ft was a very good discus­
sion," said Sicard. "Students expressed 
their concerns about a number of things 
that should trouble us as a Catholic insti­
tution. The topic that most concerned the 
administration was reports of verbal 
abuse by supervisors."
According to Sicard, all four 
administrators have made them­
selves available to meet with stu­
dents, Hurley workers, or Sodexo 
workers as necessary, as well as to 
respond to the concerns that were 
brought up at the meeting. Still, 
Sicard said that more information 
was needed before the administra­
tors could respond formally.
"The students were asked to get 
more explicit information about alle­
gations that have been brought to 
their attention," said Sicard. "There 
was also some discussion about cre­
ating a standing committee to 
address concerns as they arise.. This 
is something that we are very willing 
to consider. The students were asked 
to prepare a proposal that I will 
present to Fr. Shanley."
Despite a relatively strong showing 
at PCLA meetings so far, Liedtka said 
that the group is always looking for 
more support.
"Currently we have strong enough 
numbers for a steering committee and 
a great deal of people who say they 
support us, but there is no limit to the 
number of people we would like 
involved," said Liedtka. "Anyone who 
wishes to help out or who simply 
wishes for the right to speak out 
against such injustices without fear of 
persecution, we urge you to join us."
"While it may sound incredibly ide­
alistic and naive, I firmly believe in 
what Margaret Mead said: 'Never 
doubt that a small group of thought­
ful, committed citizens can change the 
world. Indeed, it is the only that ever 
has,'" said Whitney Henderson '09, 
member of the PCLA. "This small 
group of 20 or so students is commit­
ted to the workers' rights on this cam­
pus, which is gaining more support 
every day from other students, clubs, 
and organizations."
Liedtka said the cause of the labor 
issues at PC cannot be attributed a sin­
gle person or group.
"Ultimately it is difficult to point 
the blame at any one party besides 
Sodexo and Hurley management in 
light of what we have seen," said 
Liedtka. "The way that many of 
these workers have been treated, in 
our opinion, is disgusting, and we 
believe it is a violation of every­
thing our school stands for to allow 
this treatment to continue."
"At this moment in time, all we are 
asking is for these subcontracted 
companies and their management to 
respect the contracts they've agreed 
to with these workers and to treat 
them with the dignity and respect 
that we all deserve, not just as mem­
bers of the PC community, but as 
freepeople," said Liedtka.
"This cause goes beyond radical [and 
or] liberal students versus the PC admin­
istration," said Henderson. "This is fight­
ing for fundamental human rights, 
something that should be guaranteed to 
everyone. If I have learned anything 
from my formal and informal education 
here at PC, it is to stand up for those who 
cannot advocate for themselves. If we 
don't, then who will? Our silence perpet­
uates the struggle."
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Government Spending: Helpful or Hurtful?
by Jenny Arvanaghi '10
World Editor
United States
This past Wednesday, April 15, was an important day for all Americans: Tax Day. On this infamous day, a significant 
Republican movement took place. There 
were approximately 2,000 "tea parties" 
across the country, modeled loosely after 
the Revolutionary-Era Boston Tea Party.
In 1978, California voters enacted 
Proposition 13 in reaction to high 
property taxes, which was the start of 
a tax-cutting movement that began 
with Ronald Reagan cutting high na­
tional income taxes in the 1980s. Simi­
larly, Americans are now reacting to 
an increase in government spending. 
Hundreds of tax protesters gathered 
across the street from the White House 
and thousands more assembled at tea 
parties across the country to object to 
President Barack Obama's policies.
Obama said his policies had already 
cut taxes for 95 percent of American 
workers, including most of those gath­
ered at the protests. The proposed $787 
billion stimulus plan included an $800 
tax cut for couples earning less than 
$150,000, and separate tax breaks for 
small business investments, tuition pay­
ments, and home purchases.
The Americans at these tea parties 
believe the hundreds of billions of dol­
lars being spent to stimulate the econ- 
companies,
; l l 
omy, rescue banks and auto
What do you think of the Obama administration's spending? Will it 
help boost the economy or leave the U.S. in debt?
"It is more spending 
and taxes than our
country can afford. In 
the long run itwill— 
~"irartusTfforethanit 
will help us and put 
Our country in debt."
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President Barack Obama conducts his first cabinet meeting at the White House on Monday, April 20, where he spoke of cutting 
down on his administration's excessive spending.
and to spur new lending will in­
evitably lead to higher taxes on every­
one, for generations to come.
"I'm overtaxed, and I'd like my child 
to have a future they can afford," said 
Douglas Nutter, a 50-year-old Maryland 
liquor salesman, according to The Wall 
Street Journal. "When I was a kid, it was 
a free country."
One of the biggest concerns is the 
rise of state and local taxes. New York 
and California alone passed multi-bil­
lion dollar tax increases this year.
"I feel optimistic about 
Obama's spending plan... 
Does anyone have a better 
suggestion? Obama is 
faced with a challenge 
considering the state of 
our country, but I think 
he's doing the best any- 
one can to make 
progress." .
es used as a wedge to scare people into 
(porting policies that actually increased 
burden on working people, instead of 
re their dreams."
Other states are considering tax hikes 
or have enacted tax increases in recent 
Sears. The many tax and fee increases 
ave angered voters.
President Obama has decided to let 
former President George W. Bush's tax 
cuts, which cut taxes for 10 million people 
on the lower end of the income scale, ex­
pire in the year 2011.
Obama plans to boost federal spend­
ing by 25 percent, while nearly tripling 
the national debt over 10 years. Not 
only are taxes increasing, but Ameri­
cans are having difficulty with the 
complexity of the tax code.
There has been some interest in replac­
ing the current system with a national 
sales tax or flat tax according to the Tax 
Foundation 2009 "Annual Tax Attitudes" 
conducted in February.
The 2009 Tax Foundation survey found 
that Americans believe that taxes should, 
on average, take just 15.65 percent of a 
person's wages.
Also, 88 percent of Americans in the 
same poll believe that there should be a 
cap on all federal, state, and local taxes of 
29 percent or less.
The president spoke of the tax cuts he 
had secured for the middle class on Tax 





Obama gave his most expansive en­
dorsement so far of tax simplification, 
which was proposed during his cam­
paign but given little emphasis. "I want 
every American to know that we will 
rewrite the tax code so that it puts your 
interests over a special interest," Obama 
said. And we'll make it easier, quicker, 
and less expensive for you to file a return, 
so that April 15 is not a date that is ap­
proached with dread every year."
Austan Gooslbee, a member of the 
White House Council of Economic Ad­
visers and the executive director of the 
Volcker Board, drew up a detailed plan 
during the campaign that would sup­
posedly do away with tax returns for 
millions of Americans.
Under the "Simple Return" plan, the 
IRS would complete tax returns for tax­
payers whose sole income comes from 
one employer whose interest income 
comes from one bank. The IRS would 
then proceed to send a copy of the re­
turn to the taxpayer.
The plan is estimated to save as 
many as 225 million hours of tax­
preparation time and more than $2 
billion a year in tax-preparation fees. 
This is not enough for the April 15 tax 
protesters though, who still feel very 
uneasy about the economy.
On Saturday, April 18, after all the tea 
parties voicea their opinions, President 
Obama to eliminate  dozens 
of government programs that have 
been shown to be "wasteful or ineffec­
tive" and said he will call on his cabinet 
to look into the budget more carefully.
Obama stated in his weekly radio ad­
dress, "There will be no sacred cows and 
no pet projects. All across America, fam­
ilies are making hard choices, and it's 
time their government did the same."
Obama said that in the next few 
weeks he will announce dozens of addi­
tional programs that are to be elimi­
nated. "We need to restore the American 
people's confidence in their government 
that it is on their side, spending their 
money wisely, to meet their families' 
needs," Obama stated according to The 
Wall Street Journal. Also, he announced 
that he would appoint Jeffrey D. Zients 
to a new position, chief performance of­
ficer, where he will be in charge of cut­
ting costs and finding best practices 
throughout government.
All across America, 
families are making 
hard choices, and 





Zients has experience in the corpo­
rate world, since he is currently the 
managing partner of Portfolio Logic, an 
investment firm, and has been a chief 
executive and company director. In ad­
dition, Zients will serve as deputy di­
rector for management at the Office of 
Management and Budget.
At nis first cabinet meeting on Mon­
day, April 20, the president told agency 
heads to trim spending by $100 million. 
He told cabinet officials to find the sav­
ings in current operations and report 
back within 90 days. Republicans were 
not very impressed by tne administra­
tion's move. "Let's not forget that at the 
same time they're looking for millions in 
savings, the president's budget calls for 
adding trillions to the debt," said Senate 
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell of 
Kentucky.
Republicans everywhere hope the 
Tax Day "tea parties" opened up 
Obama's eyes to opposition and their 
actions will lead him to be careful in 
the future when he plans to spend bil­
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Factions Escalate Conflict in Thailand
by Bill Pursell '11
World Staff
Thailand
Thailand has been under much polit- ical turmoil for the past three years. The Thai people have been split into 
two separate groups: The Rea Shirts, 
who support previous Prime Minister 
Thaksin Shinawatra, and the Yellow 
Shirts, who oppose his regime. Gener­
ally, the Rea Shirts are made up of 
poorer rural workers, students, ana ac­
tivists. They are formally known as The 
United Front for Democracy Against 
Dictatorship, while the Yellow Shirts, 
also called the Peoples' Alliance for 
Democracy, have been a loose grouping 
of royalists, businessmen, and tne urban 
middle class.
In September 2006, the Yellow Shirts 
were behind the street protests that led 
to a military coup, and also behind 
protests two years later that forced 
Thaksin's allies from power. Thaksin 
had served as prime minister for five 
years prior to his exile from the country 
in 2006. During his time as prime min­
ister, Thaksin initiated policies that ben­
efited the rural poor, such as funding for 
healthcare and education. The Yellow 
Shirts accused him of corruption, abuse 
of power, and inadequate loyalty to the 
monarchy, so they initiated protests in 
Bangkok that attracted tens of thousands 
of people, shutting the capital down.
Amid political deadlock, the military 
oustedThaksin. 
Despite these 
efforts the Red 
Shirts brought 
Thaksin's allies 
into power in 
the very next 
election caus­




protests was a 
week-lon 
at both o 
sit-in Associated Press
Thai- Thai PM rules out talks with exiled Thaksin.
land's airports 
which hurt the country's tourism indus­
try. These protests finally led to a court 
decision to Dan the ruling party in 2008.
The Red Shirts believe that the current 
government came to power illegally 
since an elected official was ousted by 
the military, and the judiciary that dis­
banded their party was believed to be bi­
ased. This has circulated ideas causing 
the Red Shirts to respond by organizing 
sit-ins outside of government offices,
which have recently become more ag­
gressive.
Earlier this month, the Red Shirt pro­
testers forced the cancellation of a sum­
mit of the Association of South-East 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) after storming 
the summit venue in 
the seaside resort of 
Pattaya. Demonstra­
tors went on to seize 
control of much of the 
government district of 
Bangkok. Violence en­
sued between protest­
ers and the military, 
and The Bangkok Post 
reported that at least 
70 people were injured 
during clashes be­
tween troops and pro­
testers. Some of the
Red Shirt leaders have 
claimed that there were also four deaths, 
but Thailand's current Prime Minister 
Abhisit Vejjajiva denies this allegation.
On April 14, troops began to amass in 
the city and tensions began to rise, so 
Red Shirt leaders called off the protests 
fearing the loss of more lives.
Three of these leaders are now in po­
lice custody; others are being sought. 
Red Shirts claim this is not the end of 
their struggle.
Three days later there was an at­
tempted assassination of Yellow Shirt 
leader Sondhi Limthongkul. Sondhi rose 
to his position partly due to his com­
mand of the Yellow Shirt movement in 
the blockade of Bangkok's airports. 
Sondhi is currently recovering from the 
attempt on his life.
The Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva 
has been forced to respond to the previ­
ous riots and this assassination attempt. 
He said in two separate video releases 
that he would "consider investigating 
claims that military weapons were used 
when the army crack downed on Red 
Shirt protesters last week" and that he 
would "listen to allegations that protest­
ers or innocent residents were killed dur­
ing the suppression on April 13. The 
government is also planning a joint ses­
sion of parliament to discuss claims that 
several protesters were killed and carried 
away by government forces.
The Prime Minister has urged people 
to remain calm despite these events. He 
is seeking justice for Friday's shooting 
and still has a state of emergency tem­
porarily in place in Bangkok and sur­
rounding areas to maintain order. Many 
fear that this could be the beginning of a 
direct clash between Red and Yellow 
Shirts, which is something that has not 
yet occurred.
Leaders Meet for Summit of 
Americas
by Ryan McKeon '09
World Staff
International
President Barack Obama entered the Summit of the Americas intent on new beginnings.
The President of the United States 
joined fellow Heads of State of Gov­
ernment of the Western Hemisphere 
in the Port of Spain, Trinidad and To­
bago, in a three-day meeting to dis­
cuss common concerns and develop 
plans for economic, social, and polit­
ical development in the region.
The day before Obama was to leave 
for the summit, he published an op­
ed piece that ran in 15 Caribbean, 
Latin American, and United States 
newspapers.
"Choosing a Better Future in the 
Americas" appeared in the St. Peters­
burg Times and The Miami Herald, 
both of which serve substantial 
Cuban-American readerships.
The piece was also published in the 
Trinidad Express of Trinidad and To­
bago; it signaled Obama's presence 
even before he arrived.
The op-ed stressed the importance 
of a fresh start and "new day" for po­
litical relations between countries in 
the Western Hemisphere.
Obama also addressed Cuba, 
which was excluded from the meet­
ing because of its communist govern­
ment. "The U.S.-Cuba relationship is 
one example of a debate in the Amer­
icas that is too often dragged back to 
the twentieth century," he said.
"To confront our economic crisis, 
we don't need a debate about 
whether to have a rigid, state-run 
economy or unbridlea and unregu­
lated capitalism — we need prag­
matic and responsible action that 
advances our common prosperity."
The U.S. President was entering 
into a forum that typically served as 
an opportunity for angry diplomats 
to cntize America and where in the 
past former U.S. President George W. 
Bush was unpopular.
Obama turned the page on these 
fast hostilities. Obama approached the 
ifth Summit of the Americas with the 
theme of working together. Venezuela, 
usually a strong critic of U.S. policy, 
warmed up to Obama's message.
Venezuela's President Hugo 
Chavez, announced Saturday that he 
is now seeking to send a new envoy
Mexico's President Felipe Calderon, left, greets President Barack Obama at the sth 
Summit of the Americas in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, Sunday, April 19.
to the United States. Seven months 
ago, Chavez ordered the U.S. ambas­
sador out of Caracas and saw his own 
ambassador kicked out of Washing­
ton in response.
President Chavez told Obama "I 
want to be your friend," and also in­
dicated his willingness to cooperate 
with the new U.S. administration in 
improving ties. Chavez added to re­
porters, "We have the political will to 
work together."
Obama heard a resounding protest 
against America's trade embargo of 
Cuba, but stayed on point in is mes­
sage of building a future and not 
harping on stale debates of the past.
In reference to easing the restric­
tions with Cuba, Obama said the pol­
icy "in place for 50 years hasn't 
worked the way we want it to."
He then emphasized the need for a 
change in policy and a change in the 
way America is viewed by its neigh­
boring countries.
Brazilian President Luiz Inacio 
Lula da Silva said the summit created 
a new line of communication between 
the United States and Latin America.
"Obama took a plunge into Latin 
America.We created a new way of 
viewing each other and of overcom­
ing our differences by debating 
them," da Silva told reporters.
Though the Summit of the Ameri­
cas embraced all areas of concern for 
its countries, President Obama could 
not escape questions concerning 
Cuba.
His aides outlined the requirements 
that Cuba would have to meet in order 
to fully demonstrate a willinness to co­
operate with the United States.
Most notably, the dictatorship would 
have to release political prisoners, 
allow United States telecommunica­
tions companies to operate on the is­
land, and end government fees on 
money sent to Cubans by relatives liv­
ing abroad.
"What we showed here is that we 
can make progress when we're will­
ingness to break free from some of 
the stale debates and old ideologies 
that have dominated and distorted 
the debate in this hemisphere for far 
too long," Obama said.
The 34-nation summit finally con­
cluded with a vision not muddled by 
arrogance or hostility, but instead 
with a consensus of what is needed 
most: progress.
Oddly Enough
Burger King Offends 
with Advertisement
by Mackenzie Mango '10 
World Staff
Fast food giant burger king apolo- gized Tuesday for an advertisement featuring a squat Mexican draped in 
the country's flag, standing next to a tall 
American cowboy.
Burger King also said it would 
change the campaign. Mexico's am­
bassador to Spain said the posters re­
leased in Europe for Burger King's 
new Tex-Mex style "Texican Whop­
per," a cheeseburger with chili and 
spicy mayonnaise, inappropriately 
displayed the Mexican flag, whose 
image is protected under national law, 
according to Reuters.
The ambassador then took action 
by writing a letter complaining to 
Burger King and requesting the ad 
campaign be discontin­
ued. Burger King 
stated the ads 
were meant to 






not to mock 
Mexican culture GOOGLE IMAGES




by Mackenzie Mango '10 
World Staff
Despite getting poked fun at by his colleagues, the Penn­sylvania State Representative Kevin 
Murphy said having a drive-through 
window at his office is working out 
great.
According to Reuters, he said his 
office in Scranton has the drive- 
through to make it easier for his 
constituents to see him.
Senior citizens, the disabled, and 
those who have children in the car 
particularly like the convenience of 
not having to walk into the office to 
drop off or pick up paperwork.
The first-term Democrat said he 
personally staffs the drive-through 
which is open most Thursdays and 
Fridays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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UNITED STATES: Supreme Court to Reevaluate 
Civil Rights Laws
The Supreme Court will face multiple appeals 
within the next two weeks which argue that an 
unfair advantage is created through standing civil 
rights laws, according to The Washington Post.
One of the most controversial cases is to be 
brought forth by white firefighters from New 
Haven, Conn.
The firefighters, calling themselves the New 
Haven 20, claim that a test for promotions was 
discarded when the scores of the 27 African 
American firefighters made them ineligible. One 
veteran firefighter, Frank Ricci, also argued he 
spent thousands of dollars on preparation ma­
terials to study for the exam due to his dyslexia.
Meanwhile, the city argues such skewed re­
sults indicate that the exam was inherently 
flawed, thus violating federal law.
The case brings up questions of the fairness of 
affirmative action laws in education and busi­
ness since strides have been made in terms of 
equality questions the NAACP argues would re­
verse progress made against discrimination.
VENEZUELA: Chavez to Restore U.S. Ambassador
According to the BBC, Venezuelan President 
Hugo Chavez says that he expects to send an 
ambassador back to Washington soon. Chavez 
expelled the U.S. envoy to Caracas in September 
in "solidarity" with Bolivia.
The dispute last year arose over an alleged 
U.S. plot against Bolivian President Evo 
Morales. Chavez, who was often criticial of U.S. 
intentions under former President Bush, also ac­
cused Washington of plotting to assassinate 
him.
In response to Chavez's statements, the U.S. 
State Department says it will now work towards 
returning its ambassador to Venezuela as well.
These announcements came at a Summit of 
the Americas in Trinidad and Tobago, where 
U.S. President Barack Obama received a nice 
welcome from many Latin American leaders.
When asked about his first meeting with 
Bush's successor, Chavez replied, "I think it was 
a good moment...I think President Obama is an 
intelligent man compared to the previous U.S. 
president."
MEXICO: Mexico Drug Gang's Rescue Foiled
According to the BBC, eight Mexican police 
officers were killed during an ambush on a 
prison convoy carrying drug cartel suspects.
Authorities have said that drug violence has 
killed thousands of people in Mexico over the 
past few years.
The gunmen failed in their attempt to free the 
various prisoners, who included the senior 
members of the Beltran Leyva cartel. However, 
the gunmen escaped in three trucks.
The most prominent of the prisoners was the 
alleged Beltran Leyva cartel lieutenant Jeronimo 
Gamez, known as "The Cousin." This attack 
came as the police officers were driving nine de­
tainees to another jail in the western state of Nayarit.
The AP news agency reported that the officers 
"fulfilled their duty with professionalism, com­
mitment, and dedication.'’
This attack also came after U.S. President 
Barack Obama visited Mexico on Thursday, 
April 16, and pledged that America would step 
up the fight against Mexican drug cartels.
BOLIVIA: Alleged Assassination Attempt
on Morales
Following a recently thwarted assassination 
attempt, Bolivian President Evo Morales con­
nected the planned attack to a coup last year, ac­
cording to The New York Times. ®
The most recent attempt, connected to a con­
gressional vote to determine Morales' eligibility 
for re-election, resulted in the killing of three 
men in Santa Cruz.
The men planned to kill Morales, his vice 
president, and his chief of staff.
While some question the legitimacy of assas­
sination plot suspicions, Morales has noticed 
that the plot has been linked by police to a failed 
coup attempt by European mercenaries in col­
laboration with Bolivians.
Morales also voiced his belief that American 
officials are working to see he is overthrown, 
going as far as to argue that the attack may have 
been organized by the U.S. Embassy.
The alleged assassins, who opened fire when 
state commandos overtook their hotel room, 
were found with weapons, bombs, and silencers.
by Kieran Whelan '09 and 
Brett Corrigan '09
Middle East
IRAQ: Samarri Elected Speaker of Parliament
On April 20, Ayad Samarri was voted to 
the position of speaker by the Iraqi parlia­
ment, according to The New York Times. 
Samarri, a Sunni Arab lawmaker who for­
merly oversaw the parliamentary finance 
committee has been outspoken against cur­
rent Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki, ar­
guing that parliament should be 
complimentary to the executive branch of 
government, rather than the foundation 
which keeps it afloat.
Although Samarri had led in the polling 
throughout, he initially failed to receive the 
138 votes required to gain the majority in 
parliament.
Despite his promise to work with all mem­
bers of parliament—even his adversaries— 
there was hesitation to vote against political 
and sectarian divisions. This consequently, 
stalled not only the results of the election, but 
al Ithe activities of the legislative branch.
The position is slated to be held by a Sunni 
Arab. It had been unoccupied since Decem­
ber 2008. This left significant legislation in­
cluding alternatives for the regulation of 
Iraq's oil industry unexamined for months.
Sunday's election in which Samarri won 
153 votes, as opposed to his competitor who 
received 36, represented not only a transfer 
of power in the legislative branch but the po­
tential for productivity. However, 86 mem­
bers of parliament abstained from voting or 
cast blank ballots.
Asia
CHINA: China Looks for Stimulus Within
In order to rebalance the economy, China 
has decided to focus more on domestic con­
sumption than exports, according to Premier 
Wen Jiabao.
While addressing an Asian regional forum 
in southern China on Sunday, April 19, the 
Premier announced a $10 billion fund for in­
frastructure projects in southeast Asia to 
achieve the country's growth target. Accord­
ing to the BBC, China's economic perform­
ance and its influence abroad have become 
more and more important at the annual con­
ference in the Hainan Province. Wen has 
tried vigorously to inspire confidence in 
neighbors that nave been hit badly by the 
global economic crisis.
_ Wen was also proud to announce that 
China's stimulus package was already pay­
ing dividends and that the situation was bet­
ter than previously expected.
He told the more than 1,600 delegates at 
the convention center that "investment 
growth has accelerated, consumption has in­
creased quite rapidly, and domestic demand 
continues to rise."
However, the Chinese Premier also warned 
in his speech, which was broadcast live on 
China's state TV, that there were still chal­
lenges ahead.
The main challenges include the continu­
ous shrinkage of external demand and the 
drop in economic efficiency worldwide. Ac­
cording to the BBC, this is a certain indication 
that China is firming up its image as a re* 
gional leader. *
Europe
FRANCE: ETA Leader Captured in France
According to the BBC, the military leader of the 
Basque separatist group called ETA has been cap­
tured in southwestern France. Jurdan Martitegi was 
arrested with two other suspected ETA members 
near Perpignan in a joint Franco-Spanish security 
operation. This arrest was made only a week after 
another top ETA suspect, Ekaitz Sirvent Auzmendi, 
was detained. Another six suspected ETA members 
were detained in Bilbao and other cities. Martitegi 
is the third suspected ETA military chief to be ar­
rested by French security forces in the past five 
months.
ETA is blamed for the deaths of more than 820 
people in its 40-year campaign for an independent 
Basque nation. Martitegi is alleged to have assumed 
the military command of ETA in early December, 
when former leader Aitzol Irionda was arrested in 
south-west France. Although France was once re­
garded as a safe haven for Basque militants, the 
country began arresting ETA suspects after the 
group called off a 15-month-old cease in June 2007.
EUROPEAN UNION: Belarus Gets EU Summit Invite
According to the BBC, the Czech Republic has in­
vited Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko to 
a European Union summit next month, despite the 
great criticism of his record on human rights.
The Czechs will host the "Eastern Partnership" 
summit in Prague on May 7, because Czech Republic 
is the current holder of the EU Presidency. Tne EU 
wants to develop closer energy and trade links with 
Belarus and five other ex-Soviet states.
However, President Lukashenko previously in­
dicated that he would not attend the summit even 
if he were invited.
The Czech EU Presidency said the invitation was 
made by Czech Foreign Minister Karel Schwarzen­
berg at a meeting with Lukashenko in Minsk, the 
capital of Belarus, on Friday, April 17. According to 
the Czech official statement, "Belarus itself will de­
cide who will represent the country at the summit."
The other countries invited to the partnership 
summit with the EU are Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine.
Africa
GHANA: Drought Threatens Human Development
Researchers for Science Journal reported on April 
17 that the mega-droughts which have periodically 
occurred throughout the last 3,000 years of sub-Sa­
haran Africa's history will also maintain a place in 
the region^ future, according to The New York Times.
The study examined the region's annual climate 
conditions over thousands of years through mud 
and a lake in Ghana as well as through wood sam­
ples from dead trees. The last drought, which 
lasted for over three centuries, occurred until 1750. 
Scientists asserted that global warming could 
worsen the droughts.
The UN has voiced the importance of action fol­
lowing the report, stressing the need for attention 
to both potential environmental initiatives and 
strides in human development in the region, with 
390 million people in Africa living on less than 
$1.25 a day, who are dependent on farming in 
order to maintain their modest lifestyles.
Less sever, but still worrisome droughts typically 
develop in the region every 30 to 65 years.
AFRICA: Global Attempts to Curb Malaria Infections
According to The New York Times, international 
health agencies and governments in Europe are 
working to drive down the price of some of the 
most effective malaria medicine through various 
subsidy programs.
By encouraging drug companies to lower the 
private-sector price to $1 per treatment from $4, ex­
perts on the disease hope that donor funds will be 
able to pay 95 cents of the dollar so the drug will 
only cost five cents at wholesale price. With this 
low price, mark-up prices in villages will still be an 
affordable option, at a price as low as 20 cents as 
opposed to current prices which hover at approxi­
mately $8.
This partnership of European governments and 
international health agencies has taken the name 
Affordable Medicines Facility for Malaria. It cur­
rently has a budget of $225 million but has yet to 
gain the aid and monetary support of the United 
States, where medical officials remain skeptical of 
the effectiveness of the subsidies.
Week in
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The Alembic
The 2009 issue of Providence College's 
literary journal has arrived!
Come celebrate the launch of The 
Alembic.
Enjoy light refreshments and the 






PC Dance Club 
Spring Show
Sunday, April 26th - 8:00pm
Monday, April 27th - 8:00pm
Angell-Blackfriars Theatre - Smith Center 
Tickets $2.00 - Students/ChiUren
$5.00 - General Admission 
Tickets on Sale 1 hour before Show- 






LIBRARY HOURS MAY 15-MAY 17. 2009
Friday, May 15 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 16 12 Noon - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 17 12 Noon -5:00 p.m.





4:00 p.m. -10;00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
12 Noon - 5:00 p.m.
EXCEPTIONS 
CLOSED:
Monday, May 25 (Memorial Day)
Saturday, July 4 (Independence Day)
FAMILY FEUD
WHEN: MONDAY, APRIL Z7TH FROM 6-SPM 
WHERE: MCPHAIL'S
Teams of 5 face off and 
have the chance to win great prizes!
Free event, free pizza, good times.
Enter in our raffle with a chance to win! 
Sign your team up in Ray the week 
before the event 
or e-mail jzawada@nrovidence.edu
Event hosted by CIRCLE K
~~3-- Annual April Showers'.
A Personal Care Drive to Benefit Mary House 
April 15 29th, 2009
Please join the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, in col­
laboration with Campus Ministry & the Feinstein Institute, in April 
Showers as we collect donations for Mary House. Mary House, the 
Social Services Ministry of St. Patrick Church, provides nutritious food, 
personal care items and small household goods to those in need.
Beginning on April 15^*, donations of personal care items may be 
dropped off in Harkins Hall (Room 208), the lower level of St.
Dominic’s Chapel or the Feinstein Academic Center (Room 402). If you 
have any questions or would like a list of the most requested items, 
please contact Alyssa @ 865.1765 or aneubeck@providence.edu.
Thank you!
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY! 
OFFICE OF ADMISSION 
STUDENT SUMMER WORKERS
The Office of Admission is seeking out current PC students who are interested 
in working in the office during the summer months. Responsibilities include 
giving campus tours, speaking to prospective student audiences and assisting 
the Office of Admission staff with various projects (This is a full time position).
Students who are Interested in applying must first fill out an application online at 
http://www.providence.edu/Admission/Underqraduate+Financial+Aid/Student 
+EmploymentZ
Recommendation Forms (Required) will be available starting 
Monday, March 23, 2009 in Harkins Hall 222.
All applications and recommendation forms are due by Friday, May 1st. 
Please contact Jen O'Connor, Associate Dean of Admission at x.2680 or ien- 
njferoconnpr^jproyjdenceiedu or Faith Allen, Assistant Dean of Admission at 
fa!tlLal|en@providence.edu or x. 2368.






What would you like to see in the new 
Slavin Center addition?
"A hammock lounge." "A Smoothie King."
Laura Tierney '12, Kate Ryan T2, Kathleen Cassie Kelly 'll, Laura Walsh '11
Reed '12, Evelyn Fortino '12, Colleen Reilly '12
"An aquarium with sea turtles." 
Tracy Ridgeway '10, Pete Carpentier '10
"IMAX Movie Screen."
Josh Greenberg '11, Brian McNaughton '09
"Ben and Jerry's."
Laura Mulhern '09, Erin Lanni '09, Corinne
Brennan '09, Erin DeStefanis '09
"A chocolate waterfall!" 
-Willy Wonka







by Catherine Northington ’12
A&E Asst. Editor
This year's Spring Concert at PC took place 
this past Tuesday, proving to be an overwhelm­
ing success. Over 2,200 students and members of 
the PC community purchased tickets for the 
show, and the crowd was teeming with anticipa­
tion as soon as the doors of Schneider Arena 
swung open at 7 p.m. The BOP-sponsored event 
brought popular alternative rock band Third 
Eye Blind to the PC campus. The band's engag­
ing performance succeeded in transforming the 
already-enthusiastic crowd into an explosion of 
frenzy and chaos over the course of their set.
The night opened with New York-based rock 
band The Upwelling, featuring Ari Ingber on gui­
tar and Josh Ingber on drums. While The 
Upwelling's songs undeniably created an atmos­
phere of enthusiasm and excitement within 
Schneider Arena, overall the opening act was a bit 
of a disappointment. One could almost feel the 
impatience festering within the crowd throughout 
the entire opening set; tension grew increasingly 
palpable - especially among the most devoted 
Third Eye Blind fans — with each song that the 
opening act.
In all honesty, I felt little other than indiffer­
ence in the opening act; while I did appreciate 
their musical adeptness, they failed to achieve a 
connection with a majority of the audience 
members on Tuesday.
After an extended wait time between acts 
(Third Eye Blind didn't come onstage until some­
time around 9:30), which felt even more pro­
longed as the impatience of the crowd grew expo­
nentially - Third Eye Blind finally took the stage. 
The band kicked off their set with a funky jam 
that showcased the talents of the various mem­
bers of the group. Third Eye Blind is composed of 
Stephan Jenkins and Tony Fredianelli (both on 
vocals and guitar), as well as Brad Hargreaves 
(drums and percussion).
The band, whose greatest musical successes came 
in the 1990s, has never quite been able to attain the 
same level of critical acclaim as they did with their 
eponymous debut album in 1997. However, their 
music has endured over the past decade and the 
Ohas maintained a dedicated fan-base ranging 
eenagers and college students to an older and 
more sophisticated demographic.
The band played a considerable number of 
songs, rocking the stage for approximately ninety 
minutes. Their set list ranged from lesser-known 
tracks off of their 2003 album Out of the Vein inter­
mingled with tracks from their upcoming June 
2009 album entitled Ursa Major. The 
prospect of the band's first new 
album in five years has Third 
Eye Blind fans thrilled. The 
recently-released single 
"Non-Dairy Creamer," 
induced a strongly posi­
tive reaction from the 
crowd.
Highlights of the 
night were the band's 
universally recognized 
hits, two of which - 
"Jumper" and "Semi 
Charmed Life" (or as I 
prefer to call it, the "doo 
doo-doo" song) - were 
played back-to-back, 
creating an electrifying- 
ly passionate feel within 
the audience at the con­
clusion of the show. 
"Jumper" was interrupt­
ed by an extended drum 
solo by Brad Hargreaves 
whose skillful bashing 
reached an unbelievable 
pace and evoked an ___
intensely fervent reac- 
tion within the turbulent 
crowd. Pie band also
performed such hits as "How's It Going To Be" and 
"Never Let You Go," which proved to be crowd 
favorites as well.
Completely apart from the musical aspect of the 
concert, I can assuredly say that I have never experi­
enced a more enthusiastic — and violent — crowd 
in my life. If you equate getting flung around in a 
sweat-soaked, quasi-mosh pit to having fun, then 
this concert was the place for you. Personally, get­
ting heaved back and forth like a pinball between 
dense masses of sweaty bodies isn't my idea of a 
great night. I found myself among those less fortu­
nate; I was hurled into what I believed to be certain 
death, being crushed and repeatedly tackled by 
those whose body masses were triple my own. Note 
for next time: Leave glasses at home.
Once I came to terms with the inevitable bruising 
that resulted from being sucked into the middle of 
that raging crowd, I actually began to enjoy myself 
and found myself dancing along to music that I 
barely even knew. I am still not an avid fan of the 
band's music, but I did find myself appreciating the 
energy present in the group's more well-known 
songs, and even admiring the instrumenta­
tion and vocals on several of the lesser- 
known tracks.
Some may consider Third Eye 
Blind's '90s-themed music outdated, 
but a redeeming factor to a band that 
may seem old-hat is that these men 
are certainly not rookie performers. 
Just by observing Tuesday night's 
crowd, I found that Third Eye Blind 
had a knack for forming a swift and 
strong connection with their audi­
ence. Those who attended were 
deeply engaged in the show, exhibit­
ing their support by both dancing and 
singing along. Truth be told, there 
was not a moment of boredom over 
the course of the 90-minute set.
However, those who were 
fans of the band greatly 
appreciated and enjoyed 
the performance. If the 
crowd's energy and 
enthusiasm was any 
indicator for the suc­
cess of the show, 
then I'd say this 
year's PC 
Spring Concert 
was a raging 
success.
TAKESPCbySTORM
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with Annmarie Granstrand ’09
Everyman's Bistro 
311 Iron Horse Way 
(401)751-3630
Googling the word "everyman" will 
return you about 1.8 million hits. One 
of the links is to a quote of Marcus 
Aurelius. Somewhere between his aca­
demic tryst with Stoic philosophy and 
his fatal case of the measles, he scrib­
bled a few lines of truth: "Everyman's 
life lies within the present, for the past 
is spent and done with, and the future 
is uncertain."
Heavy stuff, Marc. Do you think he 
knew that there are about 1,000 
Providence College students trying to 
wrap their respective minds around 
that statement? True, Feist conveys a 
similar message with her equalizing 
track "Past in Present" for this millen­
nium. But somehow having the last of 
the Five Good Emperors boil down 
life's direction resonates a bit longer 
than an iPod spokeswoman.
Another one of the Google hits will 
lead you to a restaurant. The 
Everyman's Bistro is located on Iron 
Horse Way. Not one to deny the fates 
of the Internet, I figured this would be 
just the place to consume a meal on a 
Thursday evening in April of 2009. As 
if it were depicted in a fifth-grade liter­
ature textbook under the lesson head­
ing "symbolism," I backed out of my 
driveway. I waved "see you later" to 
my friends grilling burgers and mari­
nating in camaraderie and left to go 
pick up my dinner mate in of all 
places—the darkroom. You can't make 
this stuff up.
In an effort to employ a wide-ranging 
pallet, we picked up another Cowler for 
this Taste of the Town. Without affirm­
ing any stereotypes about female driv­
ers some fools may hold, I was prattling 
about Commencement instead of pay­
ing attention and got slightly lost. 
Thank goodness I had a bearded vessel 
of testosterone in the backseat to redi­
rect me.
Upon entry we were overwhelmed 
by a throng of 30-somethings sur­
rounding a full bar and seated at 
almost every table. We toyed with the 
idea of trying to blend in. But, despite 
our best efforts to appear employed 
and of value, the hostess could see 
right through us and seated us at a 
separate table.
The ambience of Everyman's Bistro 
is just that: every man. It appeared to 
be decorated as if they polled a sam­
pling of local men and asked, "What 
do you like near you when you eat?" 
The consensus must have yielded 
three basic themes of big windows, big 
stuff on the walls, and a big beer selec­
tion. I understand this may fit the bill 
for many men but "not me, man." The 
vast space had great, aged brick walls 
tarnished by unfortunate oversized 
photographs and Christmas lights.
The bistro has an amiable waitstaff 
and a decently-sized lunch and dinner 
menu. It featured a few standard dish­
es with a "Rhode Island twist." While 
French onion soup was inhaled across 
the table, my mate and I shared an 
appetizer of two Stuffies (which I 
learned are stuffed Quahogs). I was 
hesitant to bash any hailed Rhode 
Island state dish, but to put it simply, it 
tasted like a strange Stove Top concoc­
tion stuffed into a clam shell. I'll give 
the Ocean State points for Del's 
Lemonade and the radical invention of 
coffee milk, but this appetizer left 
something to be 
desired.
In a serving so 
healthy she couldn't 
quite finish it, my 
right-hand critic deci­
phered that although 
she enjoyed her clams 
over penne, they 
seemed to go a little 
overboard on some 
kind of topping simi­
lar to crumbled Ritz 
crackers. Across from 
me, a sly mustached 
grin happily cleaned 
his plate of scallops 
in between deep sips 
of draughts of 
Dogfish Head.
I was blessed to grow 
up at the intersection of 
fantastic produce and 
refined Italian
American culture
known as New Jersey. I 
thought it best to see 
how it would taste with 
Everyman's Rhode 
Island styling of egg­
plant parmesan. The 
sauce didn't quite fend 
for itself and came off 
borderline bland. It's 
tough to depend on the 
seemingly unseasoned 
eggplant and angel hair 
to carry a dish, but it was still decent.
Everyman's Bistro seemed like it 
would be great place for a large party, 
focused mostly on solid appetizers 
and a plethora of wines and brews. We 
also enjoyed the luscious chocolate 
bread pudding and a good cup of tea
PROJO.COM
Everyman's Bistro features a great space for music, 
conversation, beer tasting, and so much more.
before our departure. It wasn't exactly 
the most inexpensive meal, but it was 
one every man (or woman) could cer­
tainly enjoy amidst the craziness of 
April 2009. If only the crazy month 
would last a little longer.
Deadlocked in Alt-Rock
Death Cab Dumps Out a Mediocre E.P.
by Nahuel Fanjul Arguijo ’ll 
A&E Staff
Last week, on April 14, Death Cab 
for Cutie put out a short EP, almost a 
year after the Narrow Stairs release. 
The Open Door is compiled of five 
songs, four of which where kept out of 
the last CD because they did not fit the 
flow of the other songs. The fifth song 
is just a demo of "Talking Bird," which 
is an acoustic version of the same one 
in Narrow Stairs. If you are a fan of that 
song, don't waste your time listening 
to the demo version; it's 
boring and not very good.
With this EP you can see 
how Death Cab has finally 
found a sound that fits for 
them. Through some earli­
er releases like We Have 
The Facts and We're Voting 
Yes and Something About 
Airplanes there is a differ­
ent sound, but the music is still filled 
with Ben Gibbard's brilliant lyrics. 
When they came out with 
Transatlanticism and then Plans, their 
sounds started to progress into what 
we now hear with Narrow Stairs, and 
The Open Door EP. Throughout their 
years as a band, their sound changed 
and fluctuated, but now they are stick­
ing to a sound that is best for them.
Their first releases included a more 
raw sound, almost jarring with some 
songs. In "President of What" and 
"Title Track" you can barely hear the 
lyrics, giving them a faint sound 
under the loud guitar and drums. 
From Transatlanticism and on, we see 
Death Cab's new sounds progressing 
into what we are now fed, which is a 
more lyrical based band. Louder 
lyrics show off Ben Gibbard's creativ­
ity, and a change from loud guitar to 
soundboards and keyboards make 
Death Cab unique in their alterna­
tive-rock genre.
Their new EP includes the songs that 
are said to stray away from the idea of 
Narrow Stairs. But, if you listen closely, 
you can pinpoint where they would go 
in the story being told in their full- 
length CD.
The first song, "Little 
Bribes," would fit at the 
beginning of Narrow Stairs. 
It starts off the story the 
two lovers meeting at a 
casino styled atmosphere. 
Before he wants to possess 
her heart. It has a cute, 
fast-paced style to it, 
almost like a more subtle
Bruce Springsteen song.
Next is the contender for my favorite 
song on the EP. There is a line on Death 
Cab's last single, "Cath..." which goes 
"you closed the door on so many other 
men who loved you more." There is no 
doubt that "A Diamond and a Tether" 
is about that man who she stuck with, 
who doesn't love her as much as the 
others. Here we see the point-of-view 
of that guy, who just wouldn't try hard 
for her love, but still ended up with the 
girl somehow.
"My Mirror Speaks" epitomizes what 
this EP is all about. In this song, all the 
man sees is the open door, and all he 
sees is a way to ruin the relationship. 
This ultimately leads to the next song, 
which is titled "I Was 
Once a Loyal Lover." 
No need to explain 
what this song is about. 
These two songs both 
fit in the same style as 
"You Can Do Better 
Than Me (But I Can't 
Do Better Than You)" 
from Narrow Stairs, 
with the loud drum 
beat, almost upbeat, 
but still with a depress­
ing message.
These two songs also 
follow the story in 
Narrow Stairs, as they 
lead to the cheating in 
"Grapevine Fires," 
which I have to men­
tion, is probably one of 
my favorite song by 
Death Cab. They show 
the style that I men­
tioned before, the 
upbeat sound, but with 
an underlying sense of 
cheating. Ben Gibbard 
just doesn't seem to 
stray away from that 
dreaded lyric "the 
chase is all I know, and 
you stopped running 
months ago."
The EP shows Death Cab for Cutie's 
fundamental sound, and hopefully 
what will be their final sound change 
since it is what fits them best. The 
songs all have the same lyrical style of 
gaining love and then losing it on your 
own account. Don't get me wrong, it s
JOHN SHEARAN/WIREIMAGE.COM
Ben Gibbard strikes a lonely chord on Death Cab for 
Cutie's new EP
the same topic as a lot of songs, but it 
is not repetitive. I would not say this 
EP is necessary for your collection, but 
it would definitely make a great addi­
tion. Unless you are an avid DCFC fan, 
I would not recommend The Open Door 
EP.
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Laura A Duclos title: Proapettiva April 20 to the 25 from 9am - 4pm Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery
Told by Laura Duclos
Show's Influence: My study abroad expe­
rience in Florence, Italy with the combination 
of my love of the printmaking process.
My first encounter in printmaking was 
with the process of etching at the beginning 
of my college career; intrigued by its 
uniqueness my exploration of the medium 
began. Amongst several variations of print­
making, the process quickly became a sig­
nificant part of my development as an artist.
This series of uniquely inked etchings is in­
spired by my semester abroad in Florence, 
Italy. I began by recreating views of buildings 
and rooftops from various perspectives cre­
ating a space that reflected my memories. As 
I draw I am piecing together the streets and 
buildings where I walked through and lived 
in during my time there. I have expanded the 
viewpoint of the image by creating a feeling 
of movement through space with a specific 
focus on perspective and light in relation to 
the composition. My goal for the images is to 
cover a vast span of landscape that creates the 
look and feel of an "Italian" atmosphere by a 
method of both adding and subtracting from 
the actual imagery on the plate. By using 
both of these methods I have been able to take 
the viewer around the city. With some prints 
the viewer is forced to look in a certain per­
spective, through a "window" in order to 
enjoy the image at a more intimate level. For 
other prints I have chosen to reveal space be­
yond the imagery itself in order to trigger the 
viewer's imagination beyond what the image 
truly reflects. I feel as though this allows the 
viewer to enjoy the etching imagery it­
self harmoniously with 
the 
suggested space beyond 
the etching's panoramic aspect.
From the first development of my digital 
drawings I knew that I needed them to 
cover the plate as wide as possible in order 
for the viewer to experience the vast space. 
My inspiration to transfer the digital images 
onto the plates comes from my interest of 
combining the age-old printmaking process 
with a new digital approach. I feel as though 
I am still in complete control over the image 
that is light exposed onto the plate and also 
how much ink I let get pressed onto the 
paper in the press. In most pieces I found 
that the dark manner method of wiping 
away the ink selectively from the plate was 
most successful in creating a type of atmos­
pheric imagination of space. I also found 
that the use of watercolor added to the light 
contrast in some pieces. When using the ad­
ditive method I reprinted on top of the etch­
ing image with monotype prints that 
suggest a perspective space.
To me this work represents my emotional 
exploration of creating and developing new 
ideas from working through my most influ­
ential experiences from my past. The most 
significant aspect of the images to me is my 
attempt to create a world in which the 
viewer is invited in to experience the 
space within itself.
ARTIST RECEPTION SATURDAY, APRIL 25 FROM 3-5PM
by Lindsey Sheehan '11
A&E Staff
When a fellow Arts and Entertainment writer 
relayed to me that Providence Gallery Night 
would be taking place the next night, I was 
'stoked.' I mean, what's better than free trans­
portation to free art galleries with free food and 
free beverages? It's every cheap college student's 
dream. However, hours before departure, I real­
ized I had already made plans to alphabetize my 
Civ books and was unable to attend this all-in­
clusive extravaganza. So there I was, hocked up 
on caffeine and with minimal time to splat out 
an article on an event that I did not attend. Then 
my fate turned and common sense kicked in: 
Providence College's very own gallery is located 
in the Smith Center which is only one hundred 
feet located outside of my suite. Sweet.
The Robert F. and Mary Anne Reilly Gallery 
showcases artists from the greater Rhode Island 
area throughout the year. However, this week's 
artist is actually one of PC's own: Lindsey M. 
Kennedy. After going down to New Orleans in 
January this past year with twelve other PC stu­
dents, Kennedy was automatically affected by 
the devastation left behind by Hurricane Kat­
rina, so much so that she based her senior thesis 
on it. Once back at school, she went to work on 
constructing miniature stage sets using model 
houses, trees, and other objects as the founda­
tion for her pieces that would ulti­
mately depict what a New
Orleanian witnessed. After taking digital 
photographs of the lit models, she was able 
to manipulate the sets using a digital tablet 
and other computer programs to recreate 
her recollections of what she saw and im­
ages of what she believed happened. As 
Kennedy describes in her artist statement, 
"my images create an unusual visual space 
that forces viewers to comprehend the 
tragedy in a different way than they would 
by looking at an actual photograph of the 
disaster." By combining drawn elements 
and photos of disproportionately scaled ob­
jects, she was able to apply an artistic twist 
to showing the P.C. community the effects 
of Hurricane Katrina.
As a veteran of a Habitat for Humanity trip 
to New Orleans this spring beak, I can attest 
to the accuracy of these photos. It is hard to 
explain the feeling I got as we drove through 
deserted neighborhoods and past houses 
with the deadly exes. However, walking 
though Kennedy's art exhibition, "It's Not 
How you Survive the Storm," was a revisit to 
the Ninth Ward. One specific piece, Staircase, 
shows a set of staircases leading to nothing. I 
recall seeing similar images of empty lots 
where houses once sat, and a mailbox in front 
of an imprint of a lost home.
In the closing of her statement, Kennedy 
gives the quote of a New Orleanian she met 
on her service: "It's not how you survive the 
storm; it's how you dance in the rain."
The exhibition will be on display in 
Robert F. and Mary Anne Reilly Gallery lo­
cated in the Smith Center for the Arts build­
ing until the Saturday, April 25. There will 
be a reception from 2:00 to 4:00 pm that Sat­
urday. I suspect there will be an opportunity 








by Chris Slavin '12
Commentary Staff
Last week as I was thumbing through 
The Providence Journal, I came across a 
headline informing me that Emma 
Watson will be attending Brown 
University this fall. So 
CULTURAL what? you might ask. 
Who is Emma Watson
and why does she get a 
headline in The Projo because she decid­
ed on where to go to college? Well, the 
answer is simple. I apologize to the 
aggravated Harry Potter fans who 
already knew this, but for those of you 
with sub-par knowledge of the series, 
Emma Watson is the actress who plays 
Hermione Granger. I'll restrict the rest of 
this article for those who are familiar- 
wifh Harry Potter and the rest of the 
characters, because they are the ones 
who will fully appreciate the story.
Yep, it's true. Hermione has decided to 
become an Ivy Leaguer instead of stay­
ing at her alma mater and attending the 
recently founded Hogwarts graduate 
school. I am yet to receive official word, 
but I assume Ms. Granger will capitalize 
on her stellar magical background and 
pursue a career as an Auror. Assuming 
she declares Defense Against the Dark 
Arts as her major, I can't see her being as 
unsuccessful finding a suitable professor 
at Brown than she was at Hogwarts. In 
fact, I'm sure the prestige of the Ivy 
League faculty will be refreshing to the 
young witch after being subjected to 
quacks like Gilderoy Lockhart and Mad 
Eye Moody for so many years. It is, how­
ever, a bit of a surprise that Hermione 
has landed on Brown, considering their 
lack of a Quidditch team. In addition, it 
will be interesting to see how she adapts 
to not having house elves prepare her 
every meal or having her beloved cat, 
Crookshanks, around, given the univer­
sities strict animal-free dormitory policy. 
The lack of flying hypogriffs and thes- 
trals in the Rhode Island skies will surely 
take some getting used to for Hermione 
as well. Furthermore, the trap door and 
revolving staircase system at Brown is 
simply inferior to Hogwarts'. No matter, 
I'm sure this is frothing a mere flick of the 
wand can't fix.
Unfortunately, Albus Dumbledore 
was unavailable for quote on Hermione's 
choice of higher education, as he is cur- | 
rently battling the Dark Lord, 
Voldemort. I also attempted to find 
Draco Malfoy's henchman Crabbe for 
comment, but it seems he has been incar­
cerated for possession and intent to sell 
of the drug gillyweed. One can only 
guess Harry and Ron's reaction to 
Hermione's choice, but I assume they are
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Native Americans Deserve Their Dues
Carcieriv. Salazar An Example of Age-old Prejudice in Modern Society
by Andy Kowal '10
Commentary Staff
SOCIETY
Part of the history of the United States 
that we sometimes forget is that it has 
had a history of repressing certain 
groups. Slavery instantly comes to mind 
and also the Japanese internment camps 
during World War II. But that's all over 
now, right? Lincoln freed the slaves; we 
had Dr. King and the Civil Rights 
Movement. We even just elected a black 
man to be President! America is over its 
oppression of groups, right? Wrong. 
Americans have shortterm memory and 
conveniently forget the first group in 
America that was oppressed (and by 
"oppressed" I mean enslaved and mur­
dered by the thousands): Native 
Americans. Ever since Columbus set foot 
on this continent, indigenous people 
have been systematically wiped out to 
almost the point of extinction, and have 
been tricked and manipulated into giv­
ing up almost all of their land. That sad 
thing about this is that it is not ancient 
history. Just this year our own state of 
Rhode Island managed to stick it to the 
Indians one more time, this time in a 
United States Supreme Court decision 
that took away part of their land from 
being held in a federal trust.
It's time for a quick Native American 
History lesson. In 1934 Congresspassed 
the.Indian Reorganization Act. This act 
enabled the Secretary of the Interior to 
acquire land and hold it in a trust "for the 
purpose of providing lands to Indians." 
The Narragansett Indian Tribe has been 
on this continent and on the land where
Nature Is the Picture of Virtue
by Ben Perry '10
Commentary Staff
PERSONAL
I spent a couple hours at the Roger 
Williams Park Zoo on Sunday. It was a 
beautiful day, despite our oh-so-accurate 
weather reporters saying it was sup­
posed to rain all day. I used to go there 
every other week or so as a kid, and so it 
was kind of a blast from the past to find 
myself there as a college student I loved 
the zoo; we could spend hours there. In 
fact, we usually did. On this trip I spent 
barely two hours. The zoo didn't seem 
quite as big as I remembered it, or maybe 
I just wasn't quite as small.
So I walked through Africa and saw 
the wildebeest and the elephants. I had­
n't looked at an elephant up close 
before and really studied it. They're 
weird. Seriously, I think the elephant is 
adequate support for both creationism 
and the "nature's random" argument at 
the same time. It's almost so ridiculous 
and complex that no intelligent creator 
could have wanted to make an animal 
so odd, but no random act of nature 
could have fashioned such an awkward 
animal. And so I moved on and saw the 
giraffes, penguins, seals, and the cur­
rent focus exhibit, the giant anteater. 
This is another absolutely wacky crea­
ture. You really can't understand how 
funny this animal looks until you see it 
up close and personal. I really enjoyed 
all the fascinating exotic animals, but 
this wasn't the highlight of my zoo trip. 
Rhode Island now is since before any of 
the explorers made it over here. A major­
ity of fire tribe was decimated during 
King Philip's War in 1675. But they were 
not eliminated. That elimination (at least 
in the legal sense) came in 1880 when the 
Rhode Island Legislature "officially dis­
banded" them and forced them to sell all 
but two acres of their land. It took almost
one hundred years for the state to fry and 
rectify this by granting the Narragansetts 
1,800 acres in the town of Charlestown 
that would still be under control of the
state and local laws. Five years later the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs officially "rec­
ognized" the group as a tribe. In 1991 the 
tribe bought 31-acres adjacent to their 
property and began to build a housing 
development. Construction stalled due 
to ambiguity over whether they had to 
abide by local zoning/construction laws.
If 31 acres will help heal the 
wounds created by war, diseases, 
alcohol, reservations, and count­
less other methods of repression, 
then give it to them.
In 1998 the Secretary of the Interior 
agreed to take the 34 acres into federal 
trust The state immediately sued for an 
injunction and it went to the courts.
It was ruled in both the U.S. District 
Court and the First Circuit Court of 
Appeals that the secretary did have the 
authority to due this. On February 24, 
2009, however, the United States 
Supreme Court ruled in the case of
There is a portion of the Roger 
Williams Park Zoo called the Feinstein 
Wetlands Trail, or something to that 
effect. It is basically an artificially created 
wetland environment with purely wild 
animals. No enclosures keep animals in 
or out, and they cire not sustained by the 
zoo other than upkeep of the land itself. 
While walking this frail I came upon 
something that made me stop. Less than 
ten feet away from me, just off the path, 
was a plain old Canada goose. So what? 
These geese are obnoxious and you can 
find them just about anywhere. This 
goose, however, was nesting. She was sit­
ting absolutely silently on her nest, col­
lecting twigs from the ground and 
arranging them around her. She would 
collect every twig she could reach, stick­
ing her neck out as far as it would go, 
then move slightly and do the same 
thing in another direction.
I sat watching her for almost 30 min­
utes. Something about her fascinated me. 
It was a simple act of building a nest, but 
there was so much more to it. I thought 
about the beauty of nature and the sim­
ple intricacy of the creatures in it. This 
mother goose (haha) will sit on this nest 
Carcieri v. Salazar in favor of the state in 
an 8-1 decision with only Justice John 
Paul Stevens dissenting. The majority 
said that because the tribe was not feder­
ally recognized when the IRA was enact­
ed that the secretary had no authority.
Does that seem a little weird to anyone 
else? The reason they cannot get this 
land into trust is because they were not 
recognized in 1934 when the only reason 
they were not is because the state gov­
ernment passed a law saying they 
weren't? Does that mean there were no 
Narragansetts after 1880 until they just 
popped up in 1978? This decision to 
cheat the Indians out of some of their 
land in 2009 is based on the precedence 
of cheating them out of their land in 
1880. That does not make any sense.
It should notmatter if they were rec­
ognized at the timing of this act, the 
United States government clearly 
identifies them today as a tribe and 
that should entitle them to the same 
rights and privileges afforded other 
Indian nations. I am not saying that 
the government should cede a majori­
ty of their land to the Native American 
nations but if the Secretary of the 
Interior feels that a certain section of 
land should be set aside it should be in 
his authority to do so, regardless of 
when the tribe was recognized.
This is not a partisan issue either. 
Republican Governor Don Carcieri and 
Democratic Attorney General Patrick 
Lynch have teamed up to take away the 
rights of Native Americans in Rhode 
Island and treat them as second class cit­
izens. The true problem is that they fear 
that if the tribe gets the land out of state 
control they will build a casino, a move
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for up to an entire month incubating her 
eggs, and during this time will hardly 
ever leave. In the entire time I watched 
her, she never once made a sound. She is 
content to sit on her eggs in her nest 
silently and unfailingly until they hatch 
and her babies face the dangers of the 
world. This sort of intrinsic motherhood 
and determination is part of what makes 
these animals fascinating. I don't know a 
single human being who, if told that 
being a mother would involve sitting in 
the same place perfectly silent for a 
month, would elect motherhood as a life 
choice. However, we just take it for 
granted that there is a nine-month preg­
nancy period where you carry your baby 
with you everywhere you go, and then it 
culminates in a painful exit of the baby 
from the body. Human beings have our 
own nature, and it is different from that 
of geese.
As I sat and watched this goose on her 
nest, I was glad that I could be fascinated 
by something so simple. I realized that 
too often I and the rest of the world move 
too quickly, and there isn't time to stop 
and just admire the world around us. I 
found time to do that this past weekend, 
and for that I find myself infinitely more 
relaxed and in a strange way, fulfilled. I 
did not witness the miracle of birth, or a 
feeding, or anything like that. What I wit­
nessed was the patience and beauty of 
nature, all in the form of a common 
goose sitting on a nest. My attempts to 
share this experience have fallen short; 
feel free to visit the zoo yourself or just 
take a walk outside if you really want to 
understand what I mean.
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A Ray of Hope Amidst 
Economic Depression
by Maryclaire Dugre '10
Commentary Editor
SOCIETY
A long time ago, a sagacious old 
goody two-shoe said something to the 
effect of, "There is good in every bad 
situation." Now, Dr. Phil and mothers 
around the world quote this optimistic 
maxim to pregnant teens and fresh­
men with bad roommates for the pur­
pose of making the afflicted feel better. 
Usually it works, and usually, it's true 
(enter smiling Gerber baby and emo 
roommate who, it turns out, likes roses 
and What Not to Wear). However, Mr. 
Confucius Wannabe must have over­
looked the dark cloud in his crystal 
ball that spelled out, "Economic Crises 
in 2008 From Which There Is No 
Return." And my mother, well, she 
ain't sayin' nothin' these days.
The act—or maybe the passiv­
ity—of self-denial does wonders 
for our moral fibers
Perhaps (okay, obviously) I'm exag­
gerating. The economy will recover 
and unemployment will decrease; 
America will eventually be back on 
track. Still, amid the present hopeless­
ness and frustration that pervade this 
country, and the disgust and distrust 
that is mounting against the authori­
ties and companies like AIG, it's hard 
to see the good. But, being a woman of 
faith, I took the leap and have found 
that despite these hard times, rather, 
because of them, the moral characters 
of Americans (if not their bank state­
ments) have only improved.
Since money has stopped growing 
on trees, and instead only sprouts up 
suspiciously in the wallets of a few 
CEOs these days, we have been forced 
to settle for less. I speak broadly, but I 
think truthfully, when I say that peo­
ple are buying fewer frivolous items 
in effort to cover the costs of basic 
essentials like, say, food. So what does 
this mean besides no more Forever 21 
tops or swanky nights out on the 
town? It means that we are learning 
how to say no to the hedonistic pres­
sures of American society. Giving up 
things we took for granted only a year 
ago is difficult and seems unfair, but 
the act—or maybe the passivity—of
self-denial does wonders for our 
moral fiber. Lent 101.Our willpowers 
are getting a BowFlex workout, the 
result of which is a total reevaluation 
of what's important in life. Material 
goods can cause clutter, not only in 
real space but in our internal list of 
priorities. The economic crisis has 
forced us to draw one of those omi­
nous red Sharpie lines between what 
we need and what we want. In a 
sense, it's freed us from the burden of 
the clutter, since we can't have it any­
way. Life goes on, I don my two-year 
old pair of jeans that are threatening to 
split any minute, and I go about my 
business in a humbler fashion, which I 
have come to appreciate more than 
those flaunted on the runway.
This getting-back-to-what-matters 
attitude has aroused another latent 
virtue in some of us —compassion. 
We all know misery seeks company 
and since most of us are in the same 
swiftly-sinking boat we are more 
attuned to our community for sup­
port and commiseration.Reaching out 
for support and commiseration neces­
sarily means stepping outside of the 
me-box and getting interested in oth­
ers. I can guarantee that no matter 
how bad you think you have it there's 
always someone out there less fortu­
nate. I was touched by a story on the 
news a few months ago about a small 
restaurant that began giving away 
food to those who couldn't afford it. 
The regulars who could continued to 
pay and often donated more so that 
the business could stay open. This 
isn't the only instance of altruism in 
the face of travesty. Another business, 
this time of the dry-cleaning persua­
sion, offered to clean suits and dress 
clothes for free for those neighbor­
hood customers who were interview­
ing for jobs. Finally, there has been a 
considerable increase in the number 
of graduating seniors who have 
decided to sign up for service pro­
grams around the world as an alter­
nate plan to battling the fickle job 
market. Hardly the stuff you hear 
about when the economy's booming.
So, Anonymous Adage Author, I 
suppose I owe it to you for enlighten­
ing me to the reality that it often takes 
something horrible to elicit the poten­
tial goodness that exists in everyone 
(Yankee fans and Satanists excluded). 
In these stressful times of economic 
uncertainty, it is a comfort to know 
that at least our moral dispositions are 
shining bright and true.
by Isa Ali '10 and Joe McMenamin '10
NATIVE AMERICANS:
Why Still Opressed?
continued from page lg:
voted down by Rhode Islanders in a ref­
erendum in 2006. Besides the fact that 
they were in the process of building hous­
es and the Chief Sachem said that was 
their only plan for the area, they should 
have a right to do what they want with 
their land.
I will be honest. I was one of those peo­
ple who voted down the measure for a 
casino in 2006. But if it is on their land, it 
should not be my or anyone else besides 
the Narragansetts' decision. There is an 
issue of sovereignty that is afforded to 
Native Americans on their land. It is the 
government's way of trying to make up 
for the genocide and deep oppression 
inflicted by its predecessors. If 31 acres 
will help heal the wounds created by 
war, diseases, alcohol, reservations, and 
countless other methods of repression, 
then give it to them.
This country and this state in particu­
lar have had a long history of trying to 
tell Native Americans what to do, where 
to live, how to act. They have done all of 
the talking and none of the listening. It is 
time for leaders of the government and 
the Native American tribes to work 
together for a situation without hostility 
or repression of any group. The Supreme 
Court decision and the actions of Gov. 
Carderi and Attorney General Lynch I 
do not believe stem from a consdous 
radsm. But when looking at the history 
of any Native American group, espedal- 
ly the Narragansetts, it is dear to see that 
they have suffered and been held back to 
an unacceptable degree. It makes me sad 
to think that even in 2009 we as a country 
have not made up for the mistakes of our 
forefathers.
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both upset that the third member of the 
trio is leaving them, considering both 
have derided to pursue graduate studies 
at Hogwarts. Undoubtedly, Hermione's 
desire to be further challenged in the 
classroom was a fador in her dedsion to 
attend an Ivy League institution. At 
Brown, Hermione, a perennial stud at 
Hogwarts in every subjed from Potions 
to Care of Magical Creatures, will be sur­
rounded by fellow outstanding minds.
In all seriousness, Emma Watson, not 
Hermione Granger, will be attending
Brown University in the fall. I simply 
couldn't resist poking fun at the exad 
thing Ms. Watson did not want to happen 
to her career. The rest of you Potter fans 
probably remember just before the mak­
ing of tire fourth or fifth movie, when 
Watson was considering abandoning her 
role as Hermione. She simply did not want 
to live the rest of her life as "the Harry Potter 
girl," obviously afraid that she would be 
eternally subjeded to countless Hermione 
jokes. Sorry, Emma, you were right.
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Catholic Colleges Too 
Eager to Please
The Muslim faith has long forbid­
den the touching of dogs.
This custom was at issue in April of 
last year, when a 23-year-old student 
at St. Cloud State University named 
Tyler Hurd took part in a studen- 
teaching program at a high school in 
the St. Cloud, Minn. area.
Hurd, aspiring to teach special 
education, had been involved in 
other student teaching programs as 
part of his training. The matter at 
hand when Hurd arrived at Technical 
High School, however, came with the 
service dog that accompanies and 
protects him when he has seizures. 
According to The St. Cloud Times, 
Hurd's dog assists his master by car­
rying in a pouch medication which 
can be utilized during seizures, 
which can occur quite frequently.
While Hurd was in the midst of his 
training program at Technical, 
Somali students at the school, who 
were Muslim, began taunting the 
dog. Eventually, Hurd was forced to 
leave the school when a student 
actually threatened to kill his dog. 
The Times reports that Hurd left fear­
ing, "for the safety of his service 
dog...Students [at Technical High 
School] taunted his dog, and he 
finally felt he had to leave after he 
was told a student made a threat."
Thus, Hurd was unable to finish 
his required teaching hours at 
Technical. Administrators called the 
situation a "misunderstanding."
Catholic Institutes 
and the Public Square
Notre Dame and Georgetown, two 
of the most prominent Catholic insti­
tutions in American higher educa­
tion, are together in the midst of con­
troversy regarding their treatment of 
our current President.
Notre Dame recently presented 
President Obama with the honor of 
giving its upcoming commencement 
address. Despite objections that the 
man responsible for the most anti­
life agenda in our nation's history 
should not be given honor or a plat­
form from a Catholic institution, the 
President will also receive an hon­
orary degree from the University. As 
Notre Dame's President Rev. John 
Jenkins told his school's newspaper, 
"We hope for this to be the basis of 
an engagement with him." President 
Obama's time at the school, Jenkins 
says, will be a "catalyst for dia­
logue." Why Fr. Jenkins thinks 
President Obama is likely to engage 
in dialogue with the Catholic 
Church is unclear.
Last week, President Obama spoke 
at Georgetown University, the oldest 
Catholic school in the country, on the 
subject of the economy, among other 
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things. Those present at the speech, 
which took place in Georgetown's 
Gaston Hall, might have noticed that 
the insignia "IHS," a monogram for 
the name of Christ which can be 
found behind the stage where the 
President was speaking, had disap­
peared.
Prior to President Obama's arrival at 
Georgetown, the White House pre­
sented the University with an odd 
request. Julie Green Bataille, associate 
vice president for communications at 
Georgetown, stated that the school 
"honored the White House staff's 
request to cover all of the Georgetown 
University signage and symbols 
behind [the] stage." As CNSNews 
reports, "Georgetown University says 
it covered over the monogram 
'IHS'...because it was inscribed on a 
pediment on the stage where President 
Obama spoke at the university."
Upon further inspection of the site, 
it was discovered that the monogram 
was covered with a black-painted tri­
angle of plywood. Ms. Bataille added 
that the school wanted the IHS sym­
bol and the crucifix that appears 
above it to be covered so as not to be 
"seen out of context."
It is all too often that Catholic 
institutions of higher education crip­
ple the very causes that they claim to 
defend by capitulating to the mod­
ern American left. The message of 
Notre Dame's commencement invi­
tation to our President has revealed 
how reluctant the school can be to 
defend the principles of Christianity.
Similarly, Georgetown ought to 
have politely told the White House 
that if President Obama did not 
want to speak in front of the name of 
Christ, then he didn't have to come. 
Instead, they agreed to hide what is 
most fundamental to their founding 
and existence.
Appeasement and Religion
Before passing the incident of 
Georgetown off as irrelevant, consider 
if the situation had involved a Muslim 
school in lieu of a Catholic one. Would 
any Muslim school have complied 




Nice Day for a.. .PC Tour? Has anyone else ever noticed it seems as though every 
time there is a beautiful day, and both upper and lower quads are full with flying 
Frisbees and rolling soccer balls, there are numerous amount of tours conducted? 
Any high school student who sees how much fun takes place on days like this is 
going to get a strong urge to attend school. Who can resist the sight of girls tanning 
on towels and guys playing sports and trying to hit cars with anything that can be 
thrown? It seems as though die type of day that a tour is conducted largely deter­
mines the overall feeling towards the school. For instance, when I visited Boston 
College during my senior year of high school, it was on a gloomy day and I ended up 
not getting a good feeling about the school. Some say that these two campuses are 
fairly similar, so it seems strange that I was so turned off by BC, but fell in love with 
PC. So, if the weather does ultimately have an overbearing affect on students affec­
tion towards a school, should we invest on a sun-machine that could be turned on 
while tours are going on? That may help with reinstating the amount of applicants 
received each year.—Jeff Gahan '11
Mixed Feelings on Facebook Okay, so I have a slight Facebook addiction. Not a big 
deal. But I got to be honest, if Mark Zuckerman & Co. change the layout one more 
time in the next three months we are going to have some problems. I finally get used 
to a new setup and they change it. Also, I have some serious qualms with "Facebook 
Instant Messaging" or "FAIM," as I like to call it. If I wanted to directly communicate 
with you I would get your screen name and instant message you on AIM, or your 
number for that matter. Sometimes all I want to do is quickly check my Facebook and 
some person that I do not want to talk to, feels the need to FAIM me. No thank you. 
I am also not a fan of the notification. I do not care if Susie's second cousin from Jersey 
commented on a picture from 1952. And I also do not care about the 36 notifications 
that follow the initial comment which then give wind to a family reunion. Ahhh yes, 
the miracle of Facebook. Pick up a phone! However, I am a fan of the video. I have 
been known to leave an obnoxious numbers of videos for my friends from home. I 
am however, a bit creeped out by the fact that anyone I am friends with can see my 
videos on their newsfeeds. You got to be careful what you say.. .unfortunately, you 
cannot talk smack! If you're going to get personal, put the video in their message box. 
Finally, what was up with all of those pictures of random things where people would 
tag their friends as "The One with the Weird Laugh" or "The Drama Queen?" The 
first 20 were funny. Why is our generation obsessed with labeling themselves? 
Facebook is weird and awesome.—Jenn DiPirro '12
Encouragement Wanted As the debate over the future of Civ heats back up in the 
aftermath of the Faculty Senate's February defeat of a Christmas tree bill of pro­
posed revisions to the DWC program, discouragement and despair abound. To 
make matters worse, the ranks of debaters consist largely of extremists. People radi­
cally opposed to the very idea of Civ have joined forces with students (and former 
students) who have been victimized in some way by the toxic environment in 
Moore Hall, our campus Superfund site. This pan-grievance alliance argues mostly 
with liberal arts zealots such as myself and the nativist neo-John Birchers justly con­
demned by our esteemed former editor. In the midst of the fracas, the assumption 
that most "normal" students view Civ as an unmitigated curricular disaster goes 
virtually unchallenged. What is sorely needed right now is testimony from the 
silent majority of undergraduates who feel that, despite its discontents, Civ was a 
net positive in their academic experience. What is needed is that which Joe the 
Plumber was falsely depicted as being: an everyday voice of reason that would 
bring us all back to our senses. In truth, we need many such voices. Now would be 
an excellent time to write a letter to The Cowl, a brief testimonial to an administrator 
or faculty leader, or, most importantly, a simple note of thanks to a Civ professor 
who helped transform the way you think about the world. Let them know that 
DWC is worth the effort of reforming it, worth the sacrifice of teaching it, and worth 
the wounds of fighting for it. —Jeremiah Begley '10
Notions of the 
"Real World"
by Matt Miller '09
Commentary Staff
Does the "real world" exist? For what 
seems like decades, adults have been 
telling me that everything changes once 
you get into it. This claim has always 
seemed dubious to me. Out There, how 
bad is it, really? And what does "real" 
mean anyways? The simple fact of the 
matter is that the real world is a myth. It 
is a symptom of the traditional either-ors 
of real vs. fake, adult vs. child, experi­
ence vs. innocence, knowledge vs. igno­
rance. These easy ways of thinking 
about the world eliminate the yearning 
to understand the world on a deeper 
and more complex level. The "real 
world" seems, as I tumble faster and 
faster toward the hellish pit, more an 
illusion than it ever has before. I would 
guess that the slingers of fear and anxi­
ety who spread rumors of post-gradua­
tion misery are bitter about how they 
have fared. Their dreams have become 
idyllic memories and they are steadily 
forced to accept what is given them by 
capricious bosses and fascist bureau­
crats. People talk about getting a steady 
nine-to-five, paying one's dues to the 
company in exchange for a future bonus 
or promotion, finding a suitable spouse 
(of the same social echelon), settling 
down, buying a house, and eventually 
(after establishing economic solvency) 
having two-and-a-half beautiful chil­
dren. The real world is the status quo, 
and becoming part of it means submit­
ting to the norm, reinforcing the current 
enclaves of power. I don't mean to sound 
like a radical. The truth is, there observa­
tions have nothing to do with political 
doctrines and beliefs. They have to do 
with our responsibility as human 
beings, especially (most of us) people 
accustomed to socioeconomic privilege. 
The real world, after we shed the quota­
tion marks, is less about plasmas and 
beach houses and much, much more 
about preventing genocide, preserving 
dignity, and exploring the possibilites of 
the human spirit. We do not need violent 
revolutions or harsh rhetoric to foment 
dramatic change. Instead, we must push 
toward a revolution of the mind. So as I 
venture out into the "real world" of our 
forefathers and foremothers, I must take 
a moment's pause. A long road lies 
before our generation. The first step 
must be freedom.
by Mark Scirocco '10
Commentary Staff
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CATHOLIC SCHOOLS:
Questionable Sincerity
Letters to the Editor:
Youth for Western Civ Member Speaks Up for His Group
continued from page 21:
Muhammad's name with a piece of 
plywood? More likely than not, our 
President would not have dared to 
even attempt such a bold demand out 
of fear of the backlash it would draw 
from the mainstream media and from 
the Muslim community.
Islam as a whole is catered to in the 
public square and by the mainstream 
media. Thus, when a Muslim student 
threatens to kill the medically disabled 
Tyler Hurd's dog, it is Hurd and not 
the student who is compelled to leave 
the school.
Many Catholic administrators and 
educators today operate on the 
other side of the spectrum. Instead 
of confronting those who seek to 
remove Christianity from the public 
square, higher Catholic education 
appeases them.
It is unclear how long it will take 
Catholic educators to learn that 
progress will only be achieved when 
truth is upheld with courage and 
tenacity. Then again, we might ask 
ourselves how sincerely said educators 
believe this "Christian thing," anyway.
I was very insulted by Jackie 
Kramer's article "This Is What Racism 
Looks Like" in the April 2 issue of The 
Cowl. The information was completly 
false and made up. In no way is the 
group racist, in no way is the group 
planning to protest Unity Week, and in 
no way is the group supporting fascist 
ideologies. The group was created to 
support Western Cultures such as our 
own. It is to get in touch with our 
European roots. No one complains, and 
rightfully so, when African Americans 
try to feel some African Nationality. 
Why then are we persectued? We are 
not against Native Americans, Blacks, 
Hispanics, or Asians, where the writer 
of the article got this imformation, I do 
not know. We are simply sharing some 
European and Western Nationality. Yes, 
the group is conservative and politicaly 
right wing, but aren't we all entitled to 
our opinions? We do not make up false 
rumors and lies about any left or liberal 
clubs. Simply disagreeing with some of 
our political beliefs does not give any­
one the right to openly lie and make sto­
ries about us. I am asking that a new 
article be issued, taking back all the false 
accusations, apologizing and admitting 
to the lies, and that it be on the first page 
so people will can see it. This is very 
insulting and I can not believe that this 
article was allowed to be published.
—Michael Lewis '11
Student Praises Kramer's Article for Recognizing the Reality of Prejudice
Get Over It, Internships 
Are Part of Growing Up
BY THUYET TO '10 
Guest Commentary
I am writing this in regards to 
Marydaire Dugre's article "Internships: 
A Necessary Evil?" in the March 26 
issue of The Cowl I understand that 
when students come to college, they 
are looking forward to being out of 
their parents' house and basically 
living on their own. But, with that 
freedom comes responsibility. As a 
college student, you have the 
responsibility to get an education 
that you and/or your parents are 
working hard to pay for and to apply 
that same education to help make a better 
future for yourself and, potentially, others.
If you can't, or even lack the 
desire to, apply what you 
learned in school to something 
in the “adult world," then you 
have learned nothing at all.
With that being said, how could one 
actually even think about having a better 
future (using your newly acquired 
knowledge) if you don't have any 
experience whatsoever just because 
having an internship makes you step 
outside your "bubble"? I agree with 
that fact that we should be trying to enjoy 
our college years, but just enjoying it 
could be detrimental to your future. 
Internships aren't easy to get, but as it is 
High Fives & Nose Dives
High Fives: This weekend's forecast. Three days of sun and 70 plus 
degrees. Slather on that SPF.
Only six more Civ Classes! Sophomores, get ready for the best scream of 
your life; Freshmen, halfway there!
Nose Dive: The new $200 parking space fee. From free parking to 200 
smackaroos? Bet it doesn't cost this much to pahk the cah in the 
Hahvard Yahd!
for becoming an adult, it will take hard 
work. In the real world, you will learn 
nothing is ever handed to you on a silver 
platter. People would kill to receive an 
education that we're receiving. They 
would kill to receive a fifth of what we 
have. So why don't we take advantage of 
it? Because it takes some sacrific­
ing, drudge work, and time? 
There would honestly be no point to 
be in college if you're not willing to 
put some time and effort into your 
future. You can learn all you want 
from books and classrooms, but the 
real test is past the walls of PC. If 
you can't, or even lack the desire to, 
apply what you learned in school to 
something in the "adult world," then 
you have learned nothing at all. You 
are wasting your time at college and your 
money if you don't want to put in the 
work (i.e. trying to gain as much out-of- 
the-classroom experience as possible).
If money is going to be an issue in 
your life, it would be best to priori­
tize. If you are going to be living off 
campus, a) get a paying internship, 
b) get a paying job or c) don't move 
off campus. Also, I would like to 
state that most of the internships 
that I have had in the past have all 
been paid. It's all a matter of 
whether or not you put time into 
actually looking for it.
In an ideal world, we wouldn't have 
to work so hard and receive every­
thing with little or no effort at all. 
Unfortunately, that's not how life is. 
Life is about making sacrifices and 
experiencing. We can't stay in our 
cute little bubble any longer. It is time 
for us to grow up and embrace life.
—mARYCLAIRE dUGRE '10
I am a minority at Providence College; 
a Native American who knows very 
well what racism looks like. I have expe­
rienced racism on many occasions 
throughout my 20 years of life, because 
I’m a half-breed, because "Pagan" spiri­
tuality is part of my everyday life, but 
most often, simply because I am differ­
ent than the mainstream, Euro­
American populace. I applaud your 
extremely well written article. I speak for 
myself and other minorities on this cam­
pus when I give a heart-felt "thank you," 
to Jackie Kramer for her article, "This is 
what Racism Looks Like," in the April 2 
issue of The Cowl and for being brave
High School Service
Should Be Mandated
BY GARRETT THOMAS '12 
Guest Commentary
When asked whether or not communi­
ty service hours should be required in 
high school or college, I had to begin by 
thinking about my own experiences with 
service. In my opinion, service should be 
required in high school and voluntary 
after high school.Historically, the need 
for service has existed locally and global­
ly. With the existing economic crisis, 
community and global needs will 
increase and we, as a society, must "give 
back". Many of us have been blessed 
with the gifts of home, health, education, 
work and family. Others have been less 
fortunate. Those of us who are able to 
give our time and effort to those less for­
tunate should serve. Growing up in 
America, we are guided academically 
and socially. We should also be guided to 
serve and this guidance may be the result 
of required service hours before high 
school graduation.
There seems to be a real trend in pub­
lic education to require community serv­
ice in high school. Many school districts 
are requiring students to fulfill service 
hours as a graduation requirement. 
School administrators and teachers are 
trying to impress the importance of serv­
ice on students. I think it is acceptable to 
mandate service in high school. Most 
students need encouragement at this age 
and would likely perform service if it 
was required. Hopefully, mandatory 
service in high school will "jump start" 
volunteerism at the high school level. By 
the time the high school students have 
graduated, they would all have experi­
enced service in some capacity. 
Hopefully, the students have positive 
experiences and will go on to college or 
the workplace and continue to build on 
their volunteerism in the future.
It is the responsibility of parents and 
schools to guide young people and show 
them how to be good citizens. It is not 
unreasonable to put a service require­
enough to speak out against intolerable 
racism. I understand that some people in 
Youth for Western Civilization claim not 
to be racist. However, being part of a 
group that supports silencing other cul­
tures, and "taking back" a country that 
was not theirs to begin with, is racist. 
Whether intentional or not, Youth for 
Western Civilization is a group built on 
discriminatory ideas that aims to eradi­
cate any culture that threatens white 
privilege. Any student who claims that 
Youth for Western Civilization is not 
racist is ignorant.
—Nikki Tsoo’wo Naipin McDaid '11 
ment in the high school curriculum. As 
long as the requirement is reasonable, 
students should be able to meet the 
requirement over time. Many high 
schools are requiring 25-40 hours over 
four years in numerous service opportu­
nities. With able teachers and adminis­
trators to facilitate the service require­
ment, this is very reasonable and allows 
the necessary flexibility. I believe that the 
earlier we become involved in service, 
the more likely we are to continue volun­
teerism throughout our lives.
At the college level, service 
should come from the heart.
After interviewing two college stu­
dents, a Public Policy and Community 
Service minor and a Community 
Assistant, it was evident that at the col­
lege level they believed that community 
service should be voluntary. Both strong­
ly valued service and encouraged 
involvement, but were against forcing 
students to perform community service. 
I agree that college students should make 
their own decisions about participation. 
At this level, service should come from 
the heart. We understand that we are 
blessed and should help those less fortu­
nate. The fact that community service 
opportunities are plentiful at most uni­
versities and colleges is evidence of the 
move toward service as a society.
Hopefully, this trend will continue into 
adulthood and the business world. As 
we see service components in non-profit 
businesses, they are also present in for- 
profit businesses. This is very encourag­
ing for the future. With high school serv­
ice requirements as part of the curricu­
lum, I think we will continue to see an 
increase in volunteerism as young peo­
ple are introduced and encouraged to do 
service by their parents and teachers 
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Perspective Vignettes: Breakfast at Ray
Soggy Cell
Phone
by Nicole Amaral '10
Asst. Portfolio Editor
I couldn't believe how powerless 
and utterly alone I felt. I stood sullenly 
in line for Ray breakfast, looking 
around for my friends. I didn't know if 
they'd already come, or 
FICTION hadn't arrived yet. I had no 
way of finding out.
I took my plateful of 
breakfast and sat down in an empty 
booth. Unlike most Ray-goers, my 
friends do not have a "usual spot," so I 
was forced to sit somewhere and hope 
they'd pass by.
I started eating my homefries, eye­
ing everyone who walked through the 
door. I heard the familiar bleep of an 
incoming text message coming from 
the phone of some kid behind me. 
Instinctively, I reached for my bag, 
only to come up empty.
With a sigh, I realized I had to face 
the ugly truth. Last night, I'd broken 
my cell phone.
I'd never been one of those people 
whose phones met an untimely 
demise. I'd never had to suffer the 
indignity of starting the infamous "I 
need your numbers" Facebook group. 
I had kept my two previous phones for 
the entire duration of their two-year 
contract lifespans. They still sat in a 
drawer at home with their chargers 
neatly wrapped around them.
I cringed as it all came back to me. 
The silly, heated argument with my 
freshman year roommate in the 
McPhail's bathroom... having my 
phone in hand as I gesticulated wildly, 
thanks to my Italian-ness which ren­
ders it impossible for me to speak 
without using my hands... losing my 
grip on said phone because my hands 
were still wet from washing... the 
phone flying out of my hand... phone 
landing in the sink of someone who 
was still washing her hands... girl star­
ing dumbly at the phone for several 
seconds before retrieving my dripping 
device from under the water flow and
asking, "Um, is this yours?"
How could I have been such a fool?
I'd woken up late this morning with­
out my phone alarm. I'd never even 
bothered to learn how to use the alarm 
on my clock. My roommates were 
gone... were they already at brunch? 
Had they gone to the gym, the library, 
Jazzman's, the moon? How long 
would it be before I found them? My 
thumbs ached from the lack of texting.
I'd stayed up late trying to revive my 
phone with the warm blast of a 
hairdryer. Despite my- efforts, it 
remained lifeless, even as I feverishly 
pressed the power button like I was 
performing some weird phone CPR.
I had let my little Samsung down 
by being so .careless. It had died to 
spite me.
Suddenly, I saw them: my two 
roommates, mercifully coming 
through the door of Ray! I stood up 
and waved. They saw me and hur­
ried over.
It will be a while before I can muster 
up the guts to call home—from some­
one else's phone —and discuss my 
options with my parents. Though the 
thought of a new touch-screen phone 
makes me feel somewhat better, I'll 
always miss my Samsung and my per­
fect phone record.
Now I just need to think of a cre­
ative name for my Facebook group...
Looking Down at Eggs that Smile
by Conor Leary '11
Portfolio Staff
The crumbles of scrambled eggs 
smiled up at him in a dull color, a good 
batch that neither drooled excess water
nor shimmered in highlighter-yellow.
It was encouraging. The 
FICTION eggs arched like a buddy 
trying to make him laugh. 
There was something 
medicinal about the scrambled eggs at 
Ray (and definitely psychological 
since he was seeing a face in his break­
fast that Saturday morning). They 
worked wonders on stomachs swim­
ming with the beverage counts of vari­
ous alcoholic athletes, from gold 
medalists to one-hit-wonders that
trembled after one tasty drink, the 
alcohol liquidated usually by some 
fruity juice or mix-in packet. They 
shattered the midnight hunger that 
always settled on most people when 
they were the most nauseous and 
simultaneously chased hunger away 
for a few hours since brunch would be 
the only thing driving most people out
Sara Spirito ’ll /THE COWL
Leaps of Faith and Runny Omelets
by Daniel James '11
Portfolio Staff
I'm still too afraid to take my eyes 
off of my soggy Gorilla Munch cereal 
because I know that if I do she'll be 
there. What scares me the most is that
when I do find the courage 
FICTION to look up at her she'll be 
looking at me from across 
the table, her eyes piercing 
into me over her disgusting-looking 
omelet that stinks of a morning after 
that neither one of us was ready for.
I scoop up five or six bits of cereal 
on my spoon, look at them floating 
around in the skim milk they've been 
soaking in, and pour the spoonful back 
into the bowl. If the cafeteria didn't 
serve ham and eggs almost every time 
I went to breakfast I wouldn't have to 
rely on cereal. I want to start complain­
ing to anyone who will listen because 
of bed. As he scooped some of the eggs 
onto his fork, he thought they should 
be bottled as over-the-counter medica­
tions. The world might smile more.
They settled on his tongue and he 
swallowed their compassionate flavor­
ing, the bland taste of sizzled and 
scrambled yolks. The eggs made'' him 
think about the Friday night that had 
actually happened. The slope he had 
careened down left him smiling but 
bruised; the bashing impact of his final 
resting place bending the bones frac­
tured by laughing too hard or letting 
his groove get the slightest bit out of 
hand. He left the eggs to cool even 
more, since the medication was always 
served lukewarm in the early hours of 
brunch and slightly cooler as the day 
progressed. He liked them cold. He 
stared at the empty presence across 
from him in the small booth. He wait­
ed for the effects of the medicine. They 
would let him remember what he had 
done not twelve hours ago.
It was something he had wanted to 
say for weeks and weeks and weeks. 
He never knew he would have the 
at least the cereal is a problem that I 
can deal with. I can get a biscuit or a 
muffin or just drink coffee. There's a 
solution to something like this. In a life 
where there's almost never an easy 
way out, it's nice to know that prob­
lems like cereal can still be dealt with.
But I can't deal with this. I want to 
think that it's because I'm a bad per­
son. I've done a lot of bad things in my 
life. I've developed problems that I 
shouldn't have. I've hurt people who 
didn't deserve to be hurt. And here I 
am again: Sitting across from a pretty 
girl who feels just as uncomfortable 
about the situation as I do. We're one 
in the same in this situation, and yet 
she's totally different from me. It was a 
perfect storm. I can see only the bad in 
what I've done, but this pretty girl 
seems to have faith that inside of me 
there's a decent person. I want to prove 
she's right—if I only knew how. 
courage to ever do so. He never want­
ed it to come out like a pissed girl, 
drunk off her ridiculously high heels 
and screeching for the entire world to 
hear either. The distance between them 
was far, but dominated by his dedicat­
ed steps, one footfall after another. He 
didn't listen to the cautious logic that 
he had swaddled himself with even 
though his defenses screamed, wailed 
and bellowed.
It was brief, fleeting as the last time. 
It was the truth though.
"I want to hate you. But I can't help 
what my hearts feels."
He picked up his fork again and lis­
tened to the hum of Ray, looking over 
to see the line for scrambled eggs, end­
less as usual. He tasted the cold break­
fast and looked down at the broken 
grin, encouraging and regular.
There was no need to crack a few eggs 
to make an omelet. They filled the stom­
ach, cured the nausea, strengthened the 
heart, and reminded him to just live 
fine, scrambled and smiling.
But for her, I'm willing to try.
I find the courage in my heart to 
look away from my cereal and shift my 
gaze to her. Her long, dark hair is cov­
ering most of her fair skin, and she's 
poking at her omelet with her fork. It 
takes her a second to return the look, 
though I am confident that she can feel 
me looking at her. Our eyes meet and I 
see every Bring. I find a flood of relief 
in her eyes, a trust that seems to 
remind me that for every terrible thing 
I've done there is another chance to 
redeem myself. It starts right now, they 
tell me. I've done a lot of terrible things 
and she knows it, but if that stroke of 
luck from last night results in this girl 
willing to take a leap of faith in me, 
then maybe last night's mistake was 
worth its Weight in gold.
"Where do we go now?"
The CowlPortfolio
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Like a Fine Cigar




I take you in deep, like a fine cigar, 
feel ing your presence in my mouth, 
smoky in my nostrils, almost sickly sweet 
on the underside of my mouth, leaving 
your mark on my neck, leaving it on my I ips. 
You travel down into my lungs, smoky and obscuring, 
and yet, my antibodies do nothing to stop you 
despite the illness you'll leave I ingering 
when you slowly untwine your arms from my waist. 
And when you give me another deep drag, I can feel the heat 
leaping off the t ip of your tongue, and you I ight the fire 
below my waist. I'm expecting a hiss, when my tongue 
si ides along yours, and yet, it's merely a moan, just as 
with that first kiss, a match struck to I ight you.
So I can take you in deep again, a fine cigarthat (I ike any) 
leaves me in need of something to drink at the end of the night, 
leaves me with your taste in my mouth the next morning.
Surprised by British Language Barriers
ESSAY Qkay- "Yes... and you?'
"Are you all right?" my flatmate asks 
me when I walk in the door and intro­
duce myself. Now I'm worried that I 
look sick or uncomfortable, something 
to cause Lucy to ask me if
° . "
I've since learned that Lucy 
was just greeting me, ask­
ing me the English (the culture, not the 
language) version of, "How are you?"
Once, in my kitchen, as I was cook­
ing on the hobb (the stove), my flat­
mates were sharing stories from the 
weekend. Snips of the conversation 
include, "They drew a huge smile on 
my face from ear to ear; I was so 
pissed," but she was not angry at her 
friends, she was saying she was drunk, 
and, "Oh, he had no idea, he was trol- 
lied Friday night," another way of say­
ing someone was drunk. To be fair 
(another commonly used phrase), for a 
country with so many pubs and differ­
ent tasty beers, it should be no surprise 
that there are so many different ways 
of saying that someone is drunk.
I live with a senior student, my uni's 
equivalent of an RA and not necessari­
ly a senior. Because our flats are 
inspected several times during the 
term—and because our kitchen is typ­
ically disgusting—our senior student 
ensures that we clean our kitchen 
when needed. It takes two people to 
tackle the rubbish bin and the efforts of 
the seven people in my flat for a proper 
cleaning. If we fail inspection and 
require a service to clean our kitchen, 
it could cost upward of 100 quid (the 
American slang of "bucks" for "dol­
lars"; "quid" for "pounds")!
If we leave my flat for a bit, it is quite 
possible that we'll take the bus or tube 
somewhere. The tube lines, the 
Underground, are all named but they 
are also color-coded so that even the 
poles to hold onto in the trains are 
painted the color of the line. I do not 
go anywhere without my Oyster Card, 
the equivalent of a NYC MetroCard, 
as it provides me with the cheapest 
ride on public transportation. As I am 
waiting to top-up my Oyster card, or 
add money to it, a bloke behind me 
asks, "Are you in the queue?" While 
some tube stations have escalators or 
stairs, others require their riders to use 
lifts to go down to the platforms. 
When riding the tube, don't forget to 
"mind the gap."
My friend who is studying in 
Florence came to visit London for the 
weekend; she thought she was using 
the correct terms and asked, Can I 
catch the loo from Victoria Station to 
Waterloo?" I had to tell her that yes she 
could use the toilet at Victoria but she 
wants catch the tube to Waterloo.
On a weekend in Scotland, I asked 
my tour guide, Mike, in his kilt that he 
wore all weekend, if there was a bath­
room in the building we were entering. 
His response was, "There is no bath in 
that room, but there is a toilet for you 
to use." I have since adjusted to asking 
to be directed to the nearest toilet.
As I boil water in the kettle for a 
cuppa tea, I talk to my flatmates about 
their days. Beth says she has been writ­
ing essays all day and has to get to bed 
because she is knackered. For a moment, 
I assume that this is another term for 
being drunk, but it is not. To be knack­
ered is to be really tired or exhausted.
For anyone who believes that there 
is no culture shock studying in 
London because we all speak English, 
I argue that there are. language gaps. 
Here in London, don't ask someone 
about their pants unless you mean 
their underwear, but refer to their 
trousers. We don't go grocery shop­
ping; we go food shopping. My friends 
don t call me on my phone, but they 
ring me and we don't mail letters, but 
we post them. In this city, shocking to 
the culture that I know, chips are hies 
and crisps are chips! Just remember to 
catch the tube, but if you want to use 
the loo, ask for the toilet.
The size and color of 
phone booths aren't the 
only differences that 
junior Kelly Koeth has 
discovered while study­
ing in London. Kelly has 
been studying at King's 
College in London dur­
ing the spring semester 
and will be returning to 
PC in the fall.
by Katie Caliva '10
Portfolio Editor
I was somewhere on 1-90, maybe 
the New York State Thruway, maybe 
the Mass Pike. When you trek from 
Syracuse to Providence as often as I 
do, they start to blur 
ESSAY                                     together.
I was driving along, 
Gary Jules singing in the 
background, my sister absorbed in 
her book in the passenger seat beside 
me. Her car doesn't have cruise con­
trol so I decided to see if I could
manually maintain constant speed. I 
focused on the speedometer's mark­
er, trying to keep it exactly where I 
wanted it. It's a long drive, some­
times you need to play a game to 
distract yourself.
I was pretty good at it, better than 
I was expecting, at any rate. I'm the 
type of person who gets distracted 
by something and then suddenly 
finds herself pulled over by a troop­
er wondering how I even got my car 
to go 90 mph.
But not this time. I was going 
along at a respectable speed, over 
the 65 mph limit but not so far over 
as to fall into a speed trap. I was 
proud of my perfect balance. I love 
winning, even when I'm only com­
peting with myself.
I started to approach a car that had 
staked out a slightly slower pace. 
Blinker on, check over my shoulder, 
slide into the left hand lane. The car 
was a red Chevy. A decal on the 
bumper said that it was purchased at 
a dealership a stone's throw away 
from my house. The license plate 
said it was from Rhode Island. Talk
about a weird melding of my worlds. 
I noticed all of this as I moved
ahead of the car, glancing in my 
side-view mirror to see when I could 
complete the pass.
The car was speeding up. The nose 
kept even with me, started to inch 
forward. 1 tried to keep going with 
my established speed, but finally 
gave up, dropped back, and 
returned to my post behind the stub­
born, red Chevy.
In that moment of stalemate, I 
looked over to see what kind of 
schmuck was driving. It was two old 
women. One of them, was grinning 
broadly and waving at me. The 
moment I saw them laughing, saw 
them clearly not giving in, that was 
the moment when I dropped back.
Looking up from her book, my sis­
ter was disgusted. I had, after all, 
allowed myself to be beaten out by a 
couple of crones. We're all ageists 
deep down, and even I felt a little bit 
disappointed in myself.
But only a little bit.
Part of me kept thinking, good for 
them. And I meant it. I meant it even 
as I eventually did step a bit harder 
on the gas, watching as my hour of 
meticulous speed maintenance went 
to hell as I crept up an additional 15 
mph. I meant it as a sped by the red 
Chevy. I meant it as I pulled back 
into the right lane two cars ahead of 
it, two cars ahead of them.
Sassy, combative, impetuous, 
snarky: I've been called a lot of 
things that indicate a freeness of 
will. But those two women, keeping 
up with the best of drivers some­
where on 1-90, have more spunk 
than I do.
That's the kind of old age that I 
want to grow into. I want to play 
chicken with an impatient twen­
tysomething who's trying to pass me 
on the highway. I want to drive a red 
car and pair trendy sunglasses with 
my teased, old lady hair. If I'm going 
to get old, and all evidence suggests 




by Kelly Koeth '10 
Contributing Writer
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Are you studying abroad 
next semester?
Don’t keep your travel journal 
a secret!
cowl.portfolio@gmail.com
Contact Portfolio to share your 





I think it's 
sweet that 
want
down with a nice
girl. But I think 
that before you 
embark on the 
adventure of woo­
ing this lady you 
ought to do some 
want to convince
Prester John
by Bobby Bretz '12
Portfolio Staff
The Duke came into Florence, 
Sang his vict'ry song;
If I hadn't left for shores bereft, 
He wouldn't be king for long.
Arthur was a good man,
The histories all say;
The Eastern King is no such thing 
And there's no time to delay.
Prester John, Prester John, 
Before I'm dead and gone, 
I swear by the Father,
I swear by the Son,
I'll find you, Prester John.
Catherine went to Paris
To play her somber game; 
High and dry in old Marseille,
She won't see me again.
We've been gone for ages, 
Seeking Prester John;
We're losing men like guinea hens 
And we've got to sail along.
Prester John, Prester John,
When all is said and done,
I swear by the carrack
I came here on,
I'll kill you, Prester John.
Tiffany & Earl
Making Pc an emotionally stable 
place one letter at a time . . .
introspection. You
her that you've changed. Well, have 
you changed? I'd hate to watch you 
nab yourself a girlfriend only to dis­
cover that you're not quite down sow­
ing your oats.
So you've introspected and you've 
discovered that you have changed, 
you like the new you, and you want 
this girl. There's no magical formula 
for fixing this. You're just going to 
have to dive headfirst into this new life
of yours and prove that you're 
improved.
This is going to have to be more 
involved than buying her flowers and 
taking her out' to dinner. Those things 
are well and good and delightful, but 
might also be the trappings of just 
another playboy.
It's also going to take more than 
words. Just talking to her and telling 
her that you're different, that she's the 
only gal for you, etc. just isn't going to 
be enough. No, Billy, what's in store for 
you is a long road of redesigning your 
entire image.
It'll come with every girl you don't 
take home, every drink you pass up. 
Those things will eventually add up. 
And yes, she will be counting, she will 
be keeping score.
Good luck!
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
Anyone who knows me knows that I'm a mess. I drink too 
much, fight too often, and I smoke like a chimney. But I've been 
feeling like a change, I've got a desire to settle down.
I've hooked up with this girl a couple of times and think that 
she's definitely girlfriend material But she's a nice girl—too nice 
for me at any rate. I want to go for her, but first I need to prove 
to her that I've changed.
Any ideas on how I can do that?
—Billy Zucker
Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com
There are times 
that you can 
indulge in an extra 
drink, but times 
that you should not. 
I found that out the 
hard way when I 
awoke in a damp 
alley, in Mexico 
City, with a pain in 
my side, and the
realization that the dampness was caused 
by my own blood and not my spilled 
cranberry and vodkas.
I lied; there are no good reasons why 
you should ever neglect an extra drink.
When you find yourself in a blurry 
state, stumbling back to Aquinas, keep 
a tight grip on the young girl's semi- 
burly hand, and keep in mind some 
simple pointers. Make sure you make it 
out of the bar. Passing out on Clubbie's 
disease-ridden countertop is a sure way 
to get pink eye, or even a curious out­
break of herpes on your upper lip.
With the kind of girls a person asking me 
for advice is chasing, you will need to be 
close to that titillating black-out stage to 
believe you are having fun. So if you end 
up soaking the girl in your bed with urine, 
then more power to you. And if your beer­
muscles get in the way and you end up 
with a bruise on your face, pity will award 
you with a kiss on the cheek, or somewhere 
else, depending on what kind of girl she is.
Sure, you say she is girlfriend material. 
Those are harder to find than a needle in 
a bucket of needles. You never know 
what kind of freshman skeletons that girl 
has pushed back in her closet that she 
revisits after Thursday nights at Fish Co.
So before you seek this longing change, 
go buy yourself some Abreva, and a large 
pack or Couples' Depends. That shows 
commitment.
This week...
Cleaning up for the sake of love
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The 2009 issue of Providence College’s 
literary journal has arrived!
Come celebrate the launch of The 
Alembic.
Enjoy light refreshments and the 
readings of some of the journal’s 
contributors.
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores -- Standings -- Statistics - Schedules — Standouts
Standouts
Colin Tigh Meghan Gilroy
Lacrosse Tennis
Junior - Garden City, N.Y. Senior - Fairfield, Conn.
Tigh scored a team-high three goals against 
Brown on Saturday, April 18.
Gilroy went 2-0 in singles matches and 2-0 in 
doubles matches in the Friars' win over 
Hartford on Thursday, April 16.
Scores Schedules
Thursday, 4/16 Thursday, 4/23
Softball vs. Rhode Island L, 7-6 Women's Track at Penn Relays All Day
Tennis at Hartford W, 5-2 Men's Track at Penn Relays All Day
Friday, 4/17 Friday, 4/24
Men's Track at Mt. Sac Relays Individual Results Softball at South Florida 2:00 p.m.
Women's Track at Mt. Sac Relays Individual Results Softball at South Florida 4:30 p.m.
Women's Track at Penn Relays All Day
Saturday, 4/18 
Softball vs. Syracuse L, 11-1
Men's Track at Penn Relays All Day
Softball vs. Syracuse L,5-3 Saturday, 4/25
Lacrosse vs. Brown L, 10-6 Lacrosse vs. Siena 2:00 p.m.
Women's Track at Penn Relays All Day
Sunday, 4/19
Softball vs. Pittsburgh W, 2-1
Men's Track at Penn Relays All Day
Softball vs. Pittsburgh L, 8-4 Sunday, 4/26
Softball at St. John's Noon
Tuesday, 4/21 Womens' Track at Brown Invitational All Day
Softball at Harvard Cancelled Men's Track at Brown Invitational All Day
Wednesday, 4/22
Lacrosse at Manhattan L, 5-4
Standings
Big East Softball (Top 10) (4/23) MAAC Lacrosse (4/23)
Big East Overall Big East Overall
Team w L W L Team W L W L
DePaul 15 2 31 9 Siena 6 0 8 5
Louisville 15 3 40 6 Providence 5 1 6 7
Notre Dame 13 3 31 13 Marist 4 2 4 7
Syracuse 11 5 26 14 Manhattan 3 3 7 7
St. John's 10 8 23 19 Mount St. Mary's 3 3 3 8
USF 9 9 30 20 Saint Josephs 3 4 5 8
Connecticut 7 10 25 16 Canisius 3 4 4 8
Seton Hall 8 12 21 25 VMI 1 5 2 10
Providence 6 9 14 29 Wagner 0 6 1 13
Georgetown 6 11 13 26
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LUXURY ROOMS AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
Located on Huxley Avenue near Eaton Street.
5 Bedrooms
These all inclusive rooms will include:
-Heat/Central A/C / Hot Water
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
-Fully Furnished
-Cable (HBO, Showtime, Starz) w/DVR
-Cable wired to each room




-Maid Service for all common areas
-Full Kitchen with appliances and dishwasher and kitchen utensils 
-Kitchenette on upper floor with refrigerator and microwave 
-Washer/Dryer (no charges)
-Large Screen 37” Flat Screen TV with DVD and 5.1 Sound
-Off Street Parking
-Electronic Door Locks for ALL doors
-Alarm System
-Whole House Surge Protection
-Recently Remodeled
-On the 55 RIPTA Bus line
RENT: $3250.00/month ($650.00/month/room)
Call: 401-949-1578 for an appointment to view 
Local Owner - Must see newly remodeled 
Mention Cowl Ad for this reduced rent.
SPECIAL OFFER: Sign a lease by April 30th and receive the month of December rent free! Get a special Christmas pres­
ent this year and lower your rent to less than $596.00 per person per month for the entire year.
If you have any questions or concerns please contact Deepa Desai at 
_____________ ddesai@providence.edu
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Softball: Friars Big East Lives Hang in the Balance
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Mary Rose Sheehy '09 leads the Friars with a team-high .364 batting average and 
a team high 36 runs batted in. Sheehy and the Friars are currently in ninth place in 
the Big East, needing to move up one spot to qual ify for the tournament.
continued from back page
in her job, which is to get on base. 
And when she's on base, she has 
lethal speed."
Revens has eight stolen bases on 
the season, behind only leadoff batter 
freshman Michelle Huber, who has 
nine. The Revens-Huber threat on 
base, coupled with senior Mary Rose 
Sheehy's power in the third spot in 
the batting order, has paced the Friars 
all season.
"[The top three in the batting 
order] are table-setters for the 
offense," said Jacklets.
And while the offense came alive 
even more so in the second game 
against Pitt, the Panthers' power at 
the plate proved to be too much. 
Senior Danielle Bertolette, the Friars' 
•ace, held the Panthers to just four hits 
and four runs in five innings of work, 
but some timely hitting in the sixth 
and seventh innings secured the win 
for Pittsburgh.
Sheehy had a two-run RBI single in 
the third inning that sent sophomore 
Ava Pandiani and Huber home. 
Sheehy's team-leading .371 batting 
average and 49 hits have made her one 
of the most feared hitters in the Big 
East this season.
Two more Friar runs came home in 
the fifth inning off of a base hit by jun­
ior catcher Theresa Bertels, and a 
bases-loaded walk drawn by Rossi. 
Bertels, though not a power-hitter like 
Sheehy, has come up with some clutch 
hits, and her work behind the plate has 
been nothing short of first-rate.
"Theresa is an unsung hero on this 
team," said Jacklets. "She knows the 
ins and outs of the game, and even 
adjusted her mechanics midseason to 
get those pick-off outs. And she gives 
us great feedback, along with the 
pitching staff, because she sees every­
thing we can't see."
After splitting a pair with Pittsburgh, 
the Syracuse Orange proved to be a 
worthy foe in both games against the 
Friars, who had difficulty finding a 
rhythm at the plate in game one. 
Though the offense managed six hits, 
the only run came on a homerun by 
Becker in the fourth inning. Huber led 
Providence with two hits, but the 
Orange overpowered the Friars with 
15 hits en route to an 11-run game.
Providence came out thirsty for 
revenge in game two, and Bertolette 
threw an impressive five inning per­
formance, giving up just two runs on 
three hits. Providence was in the game 
for the majority of play, thanks to an 
RBI triple by Revens, followed by a 
Syracuse error that let Revens score 
from third.
With senior pitcher Alisha-Levin on 
the mound, Syracuse took command 
of the game in the seventh inning by 
scoring three runs thanks to a series of 
singles. Providence tried to jump start 
a rally in the bottom of the seventh 
with Sheehy's sixth homerun of the 
season, but the charge was not enough, 
and the Friars dropped the game 5-3.
With the Big East Tournament loom­
ing just two weeks away and the top 
eight Big East teams receiving invita­
tions, the Friars now stand in ninth 
place, but a move up in the standings 
is certainly within reach.
"Our backs are against the wall, but 
we're going to come out swinging," 
said Jacklets. "The pressure is off of us 
because we have seen everything. 
We've been disappointed, we've been 
ecstatic. We just have to move past that 
now and get some wins."
And with that mindset, Friartown 
can hope with confidence that the girls 
on the diamond will again be ecstatic. 
The Friars return to play on Saturday, 
April 25 for a doubleheader against 
USF in Tampa, Fla.
Friars Finish Season 
on With a Victory
by Dan Ollquist '10
Sports Editor
After going almost two months since 
their last win, the Providence College 
Tennis Team got back into the win col­
umn with a 5-2 win over Hartford on 
Thursday, April 16.
Prior to the victory over the Hartford 
Hawks the Friars last victory came 
against Bryant University on Feb. 21. 
In-between the victories, the Friars bat­
tled hard but were faced with a slew of 
tough Big East opponents. The win 
over Hartford in their last match of the 
season is a testament to the hard work 
and determination that the team has 
displayed all season long.
Despite a number of strong perform­
ances the true standout of the day was 
undoubtedly, senior Meghan Gilroy. 
Gilroy won her singles match in con­
vincing fashion, 6-2, 6-1, and followed 
that up with a 8-6 doubles win while 
being paired up with sophomore 
Ayushi Sinha.
Joining Gilroy with singles victories 
was freshman Melanie Albert, sopho­
more Liz Gillis, and sophomore Ally 
Wegner. Both Gillis and Wegner were 
dominant winning their matches 6-0, 
6-0 and 6-1, 6-3 respectively. Albert 
meanwhile showed the type of fight 
and resiliancy that characterized this 
year's team. After being dismantled in 
the first set 0-6, Albert fought back to 
win the next two sets, 6-2, 6-4 to win 
the match.
Although the Friars will lose four 
important seniors this season, they 
have a very young roster with five 
sophomores and a freshman. Head 
Coach Kyle LaBranche hopes that his 
young squad can build on team's end 
of season victory and have a successful 
season next year.
Attention: Freshmen & Sophomores...
Find your “POT OF GOLD
This summer at
GOLD MEDAL BAKERY!
Earn TOP $$$ as Machine Operator or Shipper
>Earn $14.55/hr after training
>PLUS $1.00/hr shift differential
>Great schedule - work 3 days per week 
> Opportunity for $1,500 scholarship
XOpportunity to qualify for end-of-summer bonus. (Average bonus is $400)
> Possible internship after completing 1 summer
>May work part-time during the school year as well -around your school schedule!
Act now...don’tmiss out on Ms golden opportunity!
No experience necessary. * * * Must be at least 18 years of age.
  .
To apply, e-mail to request an application
Or apply in person at: 21 Penn St. Fall River, MA 02724
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to 
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions 
either about PC sports or sports in general to 
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our 
best to answer them—and stir up a little 
debate if we can!
Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff
With the NFL draft coming up on Saturday, April 25, which draft prospect will 
prove to be the most successful in the NFL?
Rejoice football fans; the NFL Draft 
is upon us. Second in popularity to 
the Super Bowl, the Draft offers a 
chance for bad teams to choose colle­
giate talent in hopes of turning their 
fortunes around; however, the inexact 
science of the NFL Draft makes it 
hard to predict which players will 
boom and which will bust. Pundits 
like Mel Kiper and Todd McShay can 
reshuffle their Big Boards and watch 
film as much as possible, but not even 
they can see into the future. Making 
the right selection can either catapult 
a team towards success or set them 
back for years to come. The consensus 
#1 pick is QB Matthew Stafford, but 
QBs prove too unpredictable and the 
Lions prove too dysfunctional. In my 
opinion Michael Crabtree is the true 
game-changer in this year's draft 
class. The wide receiver, whose style 
of play resembles that of Larry 
Fitzgerald isn't the fastest wide-out 
on the draft board, but wherever he 
ends up, his route running and sensa­
tional hands will make him an elite 
WR and go-to target.
Crabtree left Texas Tech as one of 
the most decorated WRs to ever grace 
the college gridiron. He won the Paul 
Warfield and Biletnikoff Awards, 
given to the nation's top WR, and was 
selected as a First Team All-American 
in back to back years. The two knocks 
on his game are that he played in an 
unorthodox spread offense at Texas 
Tech and that he doesn't possess blaz­
ing speed. First off, the crucial differ­
ence between him and his predeces­
sors is that he is stronger, bigger, and 
more athletic than most wide- 
receivers drafted in the past. 
Secondly, Jerry Rice and Larry 
Fitzgerald ran similar 40 yard dash 
times and both of them have enjoyed 
decorated NFL careers.
An advantage Crabtree holds over 
other potential draftees is the teams 
looking to select him have veteran 
QBs that can get him the ball. He 
wouldn't be walking into a Calvin 
Johnson situation where no one 
behind center could throw him the 
ball. The Seahawks, Browns, 
Raiders and Jaguars have all 
expressed interest, and only the 
Raiders have an unproven signal 
caller. Crabtree has the potential to 
make an impact in the league dur­
ing his rookie season and for many 
Pro-Bowl seasons to come.
— Chris Crawford '10
Let's face it; the early stages of the 
NFL Draft have lost their excitement 
over the past few years. In 2009, 
Matthew Stafford has secured number 
one with Detroit and St. Louis has vir­
tually locked up Baylor's Jason Smith 
at number two. The real anticipation 
for fans begins in September when we 
finally get to see which picks actually 
pan out. If the past is any indication, 
being at the top of the draft leader­
board come Saturday doesn't guaran­
tee NFL success. By harping on big 
names such as Stafford or Texas Tech's 
Michael Crabtree many experts are 
overlooking an unassuming guy from 
North Carolina named Hakeem Nicks, 
who is poised to have a stellar career 
as a wide receiver in the NFL.
You may remember Nicks from his 
absurd performance in this year's 
Meineke Car Care Bowl in Charlotte. 
He torched West Virginia for 217 yards 
on eight catches and three scores. 
Nicks will be leaving UNC a year early 
but is well prepared to take his game 
to the next level.
Although he doesn't exhibit the blaz­
ing speed that characterizes other top 
receivers such as Maryland's Darrius 
Heyward-Bay he seldom gets jammed 
at the line and has enough power to 
consistently get a clean release off the 
snap. He also has the supreme advan­
tage of coming from a NFL like spread 
offense at Chapel Hill under quarter­
back T.J. Yates.
At 6'1" Nicks is a natural pass catcher 
and is unafraid of grabbing the ball in a 
crowd. His prowess at wideout has 
been compared to Roddy White and 
Anquan Boldin, both of whom have 
vindicated themselves as top flight NFL 
receivers. Just like Boldin and White, 
Nicks is projected to go late in the first 
round or in round two. This will work 
out better for Nicks, who is expected to 
be drafted by a team with an already 
established quarterback. Early projec­
tions have Nicks going to the Giants as 
a replacement for Plaxico Burress or to 
Indianapolis where he would start 
alongside Reggie Wayne. Either way, 
Nicks would be the beneficiary of play­
ing in a system under Peyton or Eli 
Maiming, whereas higher draft picks 
like Crabtree will struggle under inept 
offenses in Seattle or Oakland.
There will no doubt be many stars 
from this year's draft class but for my 






The Cox Providence Rhode Races will take place on Sunday, May 3. The races 
include a full and half marathon, as well as a 5k.
by Dan Ollquist '10
Sports Editor
Marathon Monday may have already 
come and gone, but there is reason to 
keep you from throwing your running 
shoes back in the closet and letting 
them collect dust. In fact, if you ever 
have the desire to one day test heart­
break hill, a great place to start is com­
peting in the Cox Providence Rhode 
Races, which will take place on May 3.
This year will mark the second annu­
al Rhode Races, and last year a total of 
4,500 runners competed across a vari­
ety of races which includes a full 
marathon, a half marathon, and a 5k 
race. This year the race, which is 
organized by the sports marketing 
firm Eident, has created a "Battle of the 
Campuses" challenge between all col­
leges within the Ocean State. The inter­
collegiate competition will take place 
in the 5k race which starts at 11:00 a.m. 
on Sunday, May 3. All Providence stu­
dents are encouraged to represent the 
black and white and enter a team in 
the 5k to help take home this year's 
Battle of the Campuses.
How to Sign Up
. Go to http://www.rhoderaces.com/index.php
. Click "Register" link on left hand side of page
. Click team or individual depending on your registration status
. Use "providence college" as username and password
In order to register for the race, head 
to www.rhoderaces.com/index.php 
and click the link to register. In order 
to compete as a Providence College 
team, use "providence college" as the 
username and password when regis­
tering. A number of students partici­
pated last year and a large number of 
alumni are expected to compete in this 
year's races. Registration fees will not 
clean out your pockets either. To run 
the 5k it will cost just $23 and for the 
half and full marathons it will run you 
$50 and $75 respectively. For those that 
are interested in running next year's 
Boston Marathon, the Rhode Race full 
marathon is a qualifying race for the 
annual Patriot Day run.
This is not only a great opportunity 
to represent Providence College, but it 
is also an excellent way to get your 
body back into shape for the summer 
while having fun with some friends. 
The race was organized by former PC 
running great, Charlie Breagy '84 and 
he would be very proud to see a strong 
contingent of the Friar students run­
ning on May 3.
Track: Friars Roll 
at Mt. Sac Relays
continued from back page
Providence College, as dubbed by the 
people in the white coats, is "A Division-1 
School with a Division-3 feel," and though 
our trusty tour guides may be right, this 
school is filled with a talented group of ath­
letes dedicated to their respective sports. 
The runners at Providence College are right 
at the top of this list and they put forth an 
effort which is second to none. Head Coach 
Ray Treacy has established one of the top 
running programs in the northeast and 
deserves a lot of credit for the work 
he's done.
Both the men's and women's teams will be 
competing next at the historic Penn Relays 
held at the University of Pennsylvania on 
April 23-25.
LAX: Friars Drop Two Straight
continued from back page
the Friars back within four at 8-4.
Feeding off of the momentum, sen­
ior Bobby Labadini found the back 
of the net off a perfect feed from 
sophomore Evan Helda to trim the 
lead to three at 8-5. The Friars fin­
ished their 3-0 run with 23 seconds 
left in the third when Feldberg 
assisted a Tigh goal to pull the Friars 
within two at 8-6.
However, that would be the last 
chance of the game the Friars 
would have to close the gap. Brown 
sealed the deal by scoring two more 
goals in the final minutes of the 
contest. When the clock struck zero, 
the scoreboard read 10-6.
A 34 to 30 Brown advantage in 
shots contributed to the Friar loss, 
along with 28 ground balls picked up, 
compared to Providence's 23. The 
Friars were able to win 11 of the 20 
face-offs. Tigh alone captured 10 out 
of his 15 attempts.
The Friars will continue their MAAC 
campaign when they face Sienna on 
Saturday, April 25, at 2:00 p.m. at the 
Friar Field Hockey and Lacrosse com­
plex. The game will be the last game 
played by Providence as a member of 
the MAAC conference. Next year PC 
will join the newly formed Big East 
Lacrosse conference which will include 
national powerhouses Syracuse and 
Georgetown. To honor those who have 
played for PC, numerous former Friars 
will appear at halftime of the game 
against Sienna.
GREAT PAYING STUDENT 
SUMMER JOBS.
EARN TOP$$$ DURING SUMMER 
BREAK!
Gold Medal Bakery 
a large commercial facility 
in Fall River, MA needs students! 
Must be at least 18 years of age. 
Work as a Machine Operator 
or Shipper in a clean, fast paced 
automated environment. 
Earn $14.55/hr after training. 
Possible end of summer bonus 
(Average student bonus = $400). 
3-day work week; 10-12 hour shifts!! 
(Nights/weekends/holidays work 
required) 
May be eligible for $1500 scholarship 
No experience necessary. 
Request an application at 
gmbappr@goldmedalbakery.com
PCI
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SPORTS
Friars Stumble Twice as MA AC Tournament Approaches
by Chris Torello '11
Sports Staff
With the MAAC Tournament on the 
horizon, the Providence College Men's 
Lacrosse Team hoped to be playing 
their best brand of lacrosse over the 
LAX
final few weeks of the season. 
Unfortunately for Head 
Coach Chris Burdick, the boys 
in black and white hit a cou­
ple major road blocks this past week.
On Wednesday, April 22, the Friars 
headed to the Big Apple to take on a 
pesky Manhattan Co lege squad.
Needing a win to maintain the fourth 
and final slot in the MAAC tourna­
ment, the Jaspers came out of the gates 
with a lot of energy. With 11:09 
remaining in the first quarter the 
Jaspers jumped out to the early advan­
tage with a goal by Mike Llewellyn. 
Following the Manhattan goal, the 
Friars did not stand idle long, as soph­
omore Evan Helda ripped home the 
equalizer just a minute later.
Following the Helda goal, Manhattan 
proceeded to run off two straight goals 
to push the lead to 3-1 as the halftime 
horn sounded.
Providence opened the second half 
with some inspired play. Junior Colin 
Tigh and senior Bobby Labadini each 
netted third quarter goals and senior 
Danny Ryan scored a go-ahead goal with 
11:53 remaining in the game to put the 
Friars up for the first time in the game at 
4-3. However, the lead was short lived.
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Colin Tigh 'io scored a team-high three goals in a loss to Brown on Saturday, 
April 18, and also notched a goal in PC's 5-4 loss to Manhattan on Wednesday, 
April 22.
Just two minutes later, Mahattan's Sal 
Perrotto scored to tie up the game at 4- 
4. The last nine minutes of the contest 
proved to be an absolute grind-it-out 
battle. Strong defense and tough phys­
ical play kept both sides from scoring 
for quite some time, but unfortunately 
the Jaspers ripped home the game win­
ning goal with just 53 seconds remain­
ing. The goal marked a 5-4 win for 
Manhattan which improved to 4-3 in 
MAAC play.
Despite the loss, the Friars played a 
very strong game. They won 10-13 
face-offs, nine of which were won by 
sophomore Mike Bowler. The loss 
dropped the Friars to 6-8 overall and 
5-2 in MAAC play.
On Saturday, April 18, the Friars fell 
to cross-city rival, Brown University.
The Ivy League foe, ranked No. 16 in 
the country, outscored the Friars 10-6, 
leaving Providence with a 6-7 overall 
record so far this season. Despite the 
non-league loss to Brown, junior Colin 
Tigh managed played an outstanding 
60 minutes. Tigh finished the game 
with three goals and a career-high nine 
ground balls. Sophomore Mike 
Feldberg also had a strong perform­
ance, recording three points for the 
night off two goals and one assist.
In the first quarter, it was a back and 
forth battle between both teams for the 
lead. However, the scored remained 
tied by the end of the first quarter. 
Brown jumped out to an early 2-0 lead 
at the 10:50 mark. Determined not to 
let Brown maintain its lead, the Friars 
responded with a 2-0 run of their own. 
Both scores came on unassisted goals 
by Tigh and Feldberg.
Unfortunately, the second quarter 
belonged to Brown as the Bears man­
aged to outscore the Friars 5-0. The 
Friars entered the second half down, 7- 
2. At the 10:24 mark of the third quar­
ter PC inched a little closer when 
Feldberg found the back of the net to 
cut the Brown lead down to 7-3.
The Bears had an answer, however, 
when Thomas Muldoon's fourth goal 
of the contest put the Bears ahead 8-3 
with 4:06 remaining in the third quar­
ter. Tigh then was able to give the 
Friars a burst of energy. Winning the 
ensuing faceoff, Tigh raced past a 
number of Brown defenders to post his 
second goal of the day which moved
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Friars Drop Three of Four Eight Friars Qualify for Ncaas
by John Butler '11
Asst. Sports Editor
With 43 games down and just 
eight Big East match-ups to go 
in what has been a season of 
ups and downs for the 
Providence College Softball 
Team, the Friars 
SOFT- recognize that now 
BALL is the time for a 
late-season run.
This past weekend, the Friars 
played in back-to-back dou­
bleheaders against the 
Pittsburgh Panthers and the 
Syracuse Orange, who have a 
firm grip on fourth place in 
the highly competitive Big 
East Conference. Providence 
went 1-1 against the Panthers 
with scores of 2-1 and 4-8, but 
were swept by the Orange 
with scores of 11-1 and 5-3 in 
the weekend games at 
Raymond Field.
Game one against Pittsburgh 
was a veritable pitchers' duel 
between the Friars' freshman 
standout Alicia Grosso and 
the Panthers' staff. Grosso, 
whose 3.73 ERA is good for 
second on the team, kept the 
Panthers' bats silent through 
much of the afternoon. With a 
handy mix of groundouts and 
pop-outs, Grosso gave up just 
rive hits and no earned runs in 
her third complete game of 
the season.
"We're looking for our pitch­
ers to feed the defense [rather 
than just getting strikeouts]," 
said Friars Head Coach Kerri 
Jacklets. "We're asking our 
pitchers to pitch out of [diffi­
cult] situations and they have 
responded. Alicia did a great 
job for us. She has got a lot of 
experience for us this year 
going out to pitch game one, 
and then come back for relief 
in game two if necessary."
The Panthers' only run in 
the game came from an error 
in the fifth inning, which tied 
the game at 1-1. The Friars 
had struck first in the second 
inning with a homerun that 
just sneaked over the center- 
field wall by junior shortstop 
Jenna Garcia. Garcia and jun­
ior third baseman Katelyn 
Revens held their own at the 
plate, as each infielder had 
two hits a piece.
Providence's final and game­
winning run came in the bot­
tom of the seventh inning on a 
wild series of plays. Senior left­
fielder, Gina Rossi, bunted to 
advance junior Julie Fowler to 
second. Revens then singled on 
a marvelously-placed bunt 
down the first base line. With 
the bases loaded, junior first 
baseman, Christy Becker, sent 
a high pop-up to short center- 
field, which resulted in a colli­
sion of two Pittsburgh fielders, 
and ultimately, Fowler scored 
on the play, which was ruled 
an error.
Revens' versatility in the 
field, at the plate, and around 
the bases has been a major fac­
tor in the Friars' victories this 
season, and she, along with 
the rest of the top of the order, 
has served as a catalyst for the 
offense as a whole.
"Kate is a workhorse," said 
Jacklets. "She has shown the 
ability to get better through a 
season that hasn't necessarily 
always gone the way we want­
ed it to. She has been consistent
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by Chris Torello '11
Sports Staff
The Friars traveled cross­
country this past weekend to 
Walnut, Calif, for the Mt. Sac 
Relays and took advantage of
the gorgeous 84- 
degree California 
weather. Known forTRACK
its fast times, the 
track was perfect for the Friars 
to compete on and they came 
away with an all-time high in 
NCAA qualifying times. A total 
of eight Friars runners punched 
their tickets for the NCAA
Regional Championships coming 
up in late May at North Carolina 
A&T State University.
On the women's side, the 
5,000 meters was where their 
three NCAA Regional quali­
fiers would come from as 
Senior Danette Doetzel led the 
Lady Friars by placing eighth 
with a personal-best time of 
15:46:76. Doetzel was followed 
by junior Krystal Douglas, 
who ran a time of 16:31.26, and 
freshman Hannah Davidson
finishing not far behind her 
with a time of 16:41.26.
The men qualified five run­
ners for the NCAA Regional 
Championships. The New 
Zealand duo of Junior Hayden 
McLaren and freshman Dom
Shannon, qualified in the 1,500 
meters by running times of 
3:44.02 and 3:46.16, respectively. 
In the 5,000 meters, it was the 
Flying Irishmen, Richard Yeates 
and David McCarthy, who both 
qualified for the NCAA's with 
personal-best times of 13:42.11 
and 14:03.22 respectively.
Senior Charles Dewey 
placed fourth-overall in the 
800 meters with a time of 
1:49.74, a personal-best for
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Danette Doetzel '09 ran a personal best time in the 5,000 
meters. Hertime 0115:46:76 qualified herforthe upcoming 
NCAA Championships.
the Massachusetts native.
"I'm just glad that I didn't 
mess up and I didn't hurt 
myself," laughed Dewey, "It 
was a very crowded race and 
there were a lot of elbows fly­
ing. Luckily I was able to 
fight my way through for a 
good finish."
Dewey also commented on 
his team's overall performance 
and work ethic.
"I think that the weekend 
races are nothing more than 
the result of our team's 
remarkable ability to train our 
rear ends off. Many people 
think that the consistent suc­
cess of Providence Track comes 
from a steady flow of talented 
athletes," said Dewey. "Though 
we certainly have some extraor­
dinary talented individuals on 
the team, the amount of work 
that goes into the training goes 
overlooked. Whether it be in 
the weight room, on the exer­
cise bike, in the pool, on,the 
treadmill, on the roads of 
Providence, or on the track 
competing, our team puts for­
ward a tremendous amount 
of effort towards running and 
training. This past weekend's 
performances, and having 
eight runners headed to the 
NCAA Regionals next month 
is an attribute to that effort."
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